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SUMMARY PAGE

THE PROBLEM:

To examine the efficiency of psychometric and interview data in predicting in-
dividual differences in adjustment to the Antarctic.

FINDINGS:

Some of the characteristics of those men who adjust most adequately to the
Antarctic conditions are: to have high intelligence zest scores, to have control of
hostile and aggressive impulses, V be single and over 25 years of age, and to have
less thaiv a college level of cducation.

APPLICATIONS:

For workerh in personnel selectioi., the results of the study provide a list of
predictive information of use in evaluating persons lor hazardous duty similar to
that found in the Antarctic.



ABSTRACT

The predictive validities of several psychometric tests as well as trait ratings
by teams of psychologists and psychiatrists •re examined with respect to criteria
of adjustment to the Antarctic during the wintering-over period of 1957. Thirty-
three subjective symptoms reported monthly together with three other attitudinal
criteria were intercorrelated and factor analyzed. The total N was 109. Using factor
scorý.; computed for each of the five factors extracted from this matrix as adjustment
eriteri,' it was found that men with the following characteristics had the greatest
adjustment potential for the Antarctic conditions: Iligh intelligence test score. , low
interest in organized sports, rated high with respect to "'ability to communicate", low
with respect to "overt hostility", high with rspect to "'ability to cope with aggres-
sion"", to have less than a college education, to be single and over 25 years of age,
and to have come from the southern section of the U. S. The methodological im-
portance of the applicttion of factor analytic techniques to repetitively collected
subjective data is emphasized.
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PREDICTION OF ADJUSTMENT TO THE ANTARCTIC

INTRODUCTION somewhat elaborate observational tech-
niques in systematic manner. As a result

The purpose of this study is tc identify of the fragmentary nature of the data that
possible predictors of personal adjustment were collected, only a srrall amount of it
to the Antarctic environment. D E E P - could be employed in this preliminrry study.
FREEZE '60, as the Antarctic mission for However, there was one additional source
1960-61 is called, is already underway, mak- of data collected by meaas of a so-called
ing the number of men who have been Monthly Health Diary obtained from each
assigned to the South Polar regions in the man. These diary data, although of un-
past five years approach the three-thousand known validity and reliability, suggested
mark. Subsequent to the first DEEP some possibilities as a source of criterion
FREEZE mission in 1955, only a small information. To quote Rohrer, who observed
amount of literature pertaining to the vari- the data being collected by means of the
ous aspects of the problem of personal ad- Monthly Health Diary at Little America
justment in Polar and isolated environments (6), "The Questionnaire was well prepared
has been pullislied (1, 2, 5, 6). and had considerable information that would

The reasono, for this relative scarcity of be useful in making psychological interpre-
psychological and psychiatric research re- tations".
ports with rvspect to this problem are not This study therefore r'!lies hea, ly on the
difficult to ascertain. First of all, the men, data obtained from these diaries mentioned
both military and civilian, who a-e assigned above'. Very briefly, the Monthly Health
to the Antarctic stations are vlunteers Diary was designed to provide a .iystematic
many of whom more or leus passively resist record of eaech van's so)f-reported be-
any attempt to interrograte and systemat- havioral symptoin., ;eelings, moods, and
ically observe them in the Antarctic situa- habits. The dental officer supervised the
tion. Secondly, and of eqnd,.l importance, iS admimstrative diary at the outset of the
the fact that the adminvtrative stat Of voyige to the Antarctic. The respondent
the various Antarctic oil posts are some- was t•, check the degree to which each
what reluctant to impo., any testing or symptom or descriptive category applied to
obsOrvational schedules upon the day-to-day him each month of his stay in the Antarctic.
routines of the men. The last mentioned The diaries were :,tpt in the dental office
limitation to research of this kind in the an] checked by each man at the same time
Antarctic situation wvuld seem to be under- hi:, monthly dental condition w,.s reviewed.
st, ,dable since reliable data pertaining to It was the opinion of thý dental officer (6)
",Atituiles and attitudinal change, psychiatric that (luring the succesbive measurement
symnptomatology and so on can be accurately periods the men responded quite frankly
obtained only from lengthy testing pro- and conscientiously to each of the item,"
cedures and or time-consuming personal on the diary. It is felt that the fact that
interview:.. 'be responldent -,-9s -.ssured the information

Original planning of the study included disclo:.ed in the diary was kept in strictest

provisions for the collection of peer nomina- co',fidence by the dental officer and would
tion data, a battery of personality tests, be used only for research purposes in the
I)oth projective and objective, of various St, tes, probably resulted in more frank ard
types and personal interviews to be con- ae-urate self-descriptions than are usually
ducted by psychologists and psychiatrists obtained under similar circumstances.

at the various stations after the IGY had At the outset of the study a decision was
reached the halfway mark. As it turned made to focus upon one particular station
out ; wvas impo.sible to implement thsc in thc Antarctic rather than to combine

. a... .. mph i . let It houhl 0 be noted 1L, "he D-) -.1-t contained item% pertainintg to
,,I .th "t ,.tt ateI'ltl t ri, t Ie,,khet in Ap N



similar data obtained from all of the six Insofar as is known at this time, there
major Antarctic stations. This decision was has been no systematic attempt to evaluate
made after sampling from several of the the predictive validity of tests and other
stations and determining in a gross manner information obtained before the onset of
that the data were quite discrepant from the Antarctic duty. There have been, how-
station to station. Such discrepancy was ever, a number of studies by the Air Force
probably due to differences in the oppor- in connection with the Arctic Camps, for
tunity to collect this type of data and per- example (1, 2). The most recent study of
haps also to differences in the attitudes of this kind was published in 1959 (2) and
the administrative staffs toward research employed a diverse battery of tests, among
of this kind. them a Biographical Inventory, the Self-

Accordingly, it was decided to focus upon appraisal Blank, Incomplete Sentences Test,
the data collected by Dr. Robert Adams DC Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale, a Food Aver-
USN at Little America during the "winter- sion list and others. This battery was admin-
ing-over" period of 1957. This one station istered to the groups stationed at eight
was selected largely because the data were Arctic bases. In addition, peer nomination
more compiete and, insofar as could be data were obtained from the same subjects
determined, were quite carefully collected, as a means of identifying groups of "well-
"One result of fractionating the data in this adjusted" and "poorly adjusted'! men. The
manner however, was to reduce the size of results indicated that the score distributions
the group of men from whom criterion data from the Self-appraisal Blank, Incomplete
were to be obtained to a group of 109 Scntences Test, the Airmen Classification
civilian and military personnel combined. Battery, and such data as frequency of sick-

There are at least two studies which call visits were all significantly different
shoi'fd be reviewed as background for this between the tv,o criterion groups. One
"one As was the case in the study by Rohrer limitation of this study was that the pre-
(op. cit), the study by Mullin and Connery dictor data were collected in the Arctic. To
(5) was based upon observations made from quote directly, "The extent to which similar
interviews at one or more Antarctic stations. measieres collected prior to Arctic assign-

In the latter study the personal inter- ment would be predictive of adjustment is

views conducted with five officers, nine not answered by these data".

civilians a"nd twenty-five enlisted men re- Unlike the study mentioned immediately
suited in the following impressions: (1) above, thi rpredictor data for the present
There was a relatively high frequency with study wcei collected at the Naval Construc-
which scapegoat tactics were employed as tion Battalion Center, Davisville, Rhode
a means of hostility reduction, (2) nostalgia Island about two month, ý,efore starting
and boredom did not seem to be important the trip to the Antarctic. These data which
in the person's total adjustment; (3) the w" i . .. e -1icussed in detail in the procedure
so-called "big eye" or insomnia (lid not seem section to follow, vere obtained by means
to occur except in the winter season; (4I) of projective tests, psychiatric interviews,
problems in the sexual sphere, while ap- and objective tests of several types. The
parent, did not seem to be excessive; (5) goals were to evaluate the predictive ef-
frequency of headaches increased especialiy ficiency of scores obtained from these tests,
am',ig the scientific personnel; and (6) along with interview materials, in terms of
psychosomatic complaints were relatively indi-,iduai differences in the quality of ad-
infrequent. Of special note according to the justment to the Antarctic conditions. Ob-
impressions from these interviews was the viously the outcome of such a study depends
reported difficulty with memory and con- a great deal on the accumulation of reliable
centration. To quote from this puiclication and valid criterion information regarding
"this impairment of memory, alertness or individual differences in overall adjustment
awareness was a rather strikiig p)heiom(- to 'Lihe Antarctic condition. With the ex-
non and requires more stu(dy." eption of supervisorv ratings completed



after four months at Little America, the was rated by immediate supervisors". For
criterion information employed in this study the purpose of this study, adjustment was

consisted for the most part of derived operationally defined by a factor score de-
measures obtained from a factor analysis rived from the loadings of the monthly
of the trends in the symptom data obtained Diary items, a supervisory rating, an At-

from the Monthly Diary. The estimates of titude Questionnaire Score, and by a Group

the validity of the predictors obtained at Behavior Indicator". Our criteri,' therefore
Davisville were deriveu from the correlation were based upon the quantity and severity

of predictors with factor scores. These fac- of symptoms presumed to be indicative of

tor scores were obtained from the factor individual differences in adjustment to the

analysis of the inter-item correlation matrix Antarctic conditions.

derived from the Monthly Diary. together In short then, the goals of this study are
with the three additional criterion meas- to examine the predictive relationship of
ures3l. various kinds of observations, obtained prior

In order to place this study in proper to the Antarctic assignment, to patterns of

perspective, it mirht be weli to indicate symptoms or indicators presumed to be

our working definition of the term adjust- indicative of individual differences in the

ment as used in this study. In the study qua.ity of adjustment to the existing con-

mentioned above (2), the ailthors defined ditions in the Antarctic. Obviously these

adjustment as "effectiveness on the job and findings are exploratory in nature and can-

the ability to get along with others. The not be geiheralized to other than very similar

measure of ability to function in the Arctic predictive problems.

PROCEDURE

SU BJIECTS Thirty-two percent of the group had some

The number of men participating in the college training. 66 percent wer- high school

study was 109 (18 civilians and 91 military) gradahtp and the remaining 2 percent had

all of whom were stationed at Little only a grammar school edueittioa

America. Fifty-five percent of the group The distribution of ages of the group is

were single, 38 peicent married, and the presented in Figure 1.

remaining 7 percent divorced or separated.
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Unfortunately, accurate information as to cally to have useful validity for identifying
age was available for only 81 of the men; certain kinds of psychopathology involving
however, this sample is assumed to be organicity. A Verbal and an Abstraction
representative of the'total group. The total score are computed from the responses on
range of the distribution is 18-56, with a the test. A third score consisting of the
Mean and S.D. of 27.6 and 7.4 respectively, ratio of the verbal to the abstraction score

Information items concernii:g the type is most frequently used. This score is called
of community from which the volunteers the Conceptual Quotient. All three of these
came and its geographical location are con- scores were computed for the majority of
tained in Tables I and II in that order. the population sample and were correlated

with the criterion data available.
TABLE I

TYPE OF COMMUNITY FROM WHICH THE 3. Psychiatric Ratings. Each man received
VOLUNTEERS CAME a personal psychiatric interview directed

toward an assessment of the general psychi-
TYPE PERCENTAGE' atric status of the person at the time of the
Farm 25.0 examination. Based upon these interviewv
From country, but not farm 6.3
Village, less than 2,500 11.3 impressions, psychiatrists then rated each
Small city (2,500-25,000) 2.3 man with respect to eight somewhat global,
Mledium city (25,000-100,000) !15 0
Large city (more than 100,000) 21.3 categories as follows: Potential Effective-ness for Operation Deepfreeze, Ability to
'Complete data were available for 80 ;ý!ontecrs. Function in a Group, Ability to Communi-

TABLE II cate, Ability to Withstand Stress, Ability to
GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION FROM WHICH Cope with Depression, Abi!ity to Cope with

THE VOLUNTEERS CAME Aggression, Expression of Overt Hostility
LOCATION PERCENTAGE- and Expression of Overt Anxiety. These
New England 14.2 ratings with the exception of the rating as
Northeast 19.4 to potential effectiveness for Operation
South Atlantic Coast 10.3 Deepfreeze were made on a four-point scale.
North Central 23.2
South Central 12.9 The rating with respect to Potential Ef-
Southwest 6.5 fectiveness for Operation Deepfreeze was
Rocky Mountain 5.2 made on a five-point scale extending from
Pacific Coast 7.7

"unacceptable" to "outstanding," (See Ap-
"Accu*.ate information was available for 77 men. pendix E).

Predictor Measures 4. Ratings by Psychologists. A group
1. Background Information. These data Rorschach with individual inqucries was ad-
were collected by means of the Standard ministcied to the candidates inciuded in this
Psychodiagnostic Record Booklet published sample. The judgments as to the general
by the Medical Psychological Research Coi- psychological status of each subject were
poration. The only information used from determined by the psychologists participat-
this booklet pertained to sociological and ing in the assessment program from the
actuarial data for each subject. No attempt Rorschach to patterns and from impressions
was made to utilize such data as religious obtained during the personal inquiry. These
b,-ckg 'ound, parental attitudes, work history impressions were transferred to the same
and the like in this study. It might be well rating format as employed by the psychi-
for future studies to examin.e some of the atrists participating in the program. (See
additional data in this booklet in terms of 3 directly above).
its predictability with respect to the criteria 5. Combined Psychiatristi' and Psycholo-
at hand. gists' Ratings. Following the personal psy-
2. The Shipley Hartford Scale. Thi. test chiatric interview and the personal inquiry
published by the Institute of Living, Hart- associated with the Rorschach responses
ford, Connecticut has been shown empiri- given by eath subject, pairs of p)ý chiatrists

4



and psychologists "pooled" their impressions booklets each month, at the same time the
and determined a composite rating for each man underwent dental examination. It is to
man using the same rating format as de- be noted in the sample booklet in Appendix
scribed in 3 and 4 above. This was done F that for the most part only the itemsafter the psychologist and psychiatrist of pertaining to the psychiatric status of the
each pair had completed the ratings inde- person are included. The items pertaining
pendently. to the dental health of the men have been
6. Sports Inventory. This inventory was deleted. It is noted in the example of the
developed by the staff of the Mediopsy- rating booklet in Appendix F that the"-hological Research Corporation. It consists months are numbered from right to left
of 50 multiple choice items pertaining to with the first month rated on the extreme
factual information associated with various right of the rating format and the last onkinds of organized sports. A scoring key was the left. This procedure was followed so that
derived after consultation with sports the preceding monthly rating could be
writers in the New London area. The con- "clipped" off during the iterim between the
sensus of opinion of the consultants was rating sessions thus preventing the ratee
that 32 of the 50 items could be answered from reviewing his preceding monthly rat-
unambigiously, therefore a summed-score ing on a given item. The rational] involved
l'ey consisting of the number of right here was that a man knowing his previous
choices for 32 items was computed for each monthly rating would hesitate to report aman in the population sample. A split half judgmesit deviating greatly from his own
reliability estimate (odd-even) was found to average. Although the rating data will be
be .75 suggesting adequate internal con- discussed in the results section of this
sistency of the items included in the key. paper, it is well to point out that the
A sample of the questionnaire booklet i. analysis of the data involved the computa-
conttined in Appewdix D). The keyed tion of means for each monthly session foritems are indicated by an asterisk before each item '"at could be logically scaled.
the item number and the correct alternative With the exception of the first three months,
by a circle around the accompanying the size of the sample for a given month
number, averaged about 90 percent of the tots'
7. Neurotic Symptom Checklist. Twenty- group. The data for the three months con-
one symptom-like items were responded to sisted of ratings from approximately 50
by YES or NO in terms of whether they men.
were applicable to each man. Similar to the 2. Line Evaluation. It had been planned to
Cornoll Index, this questionnaire was de- ask for evaluations of the ,men by means
signed to estimate the frequency and of the Line Evaluation i-.rm each four
severity of neurotic traits. The score used months of the tour in the Antarctic. Un-
in this study was computed by summing the fortunately, only one rating was available
number of "yes" responses to 16 selected for each of the men. This rating was made
items. (See Appendix G for a sample of by supervisory officers between the fourth
the questi(onaire; the numbers of the keyea and seventh month at the station. As is
items are circled), seen in the example form contained in Ap-
CRITERION MEASURES pendix A, the format of the rating sheetconsists of a scale extending from poor to
1. Adonthly Health Diary. Multiple cate- outstanding in terms of overall performance
gory ri.ting scales %ere constructed for 66 of duty, seven multi-category items and
different items. Space was proýided in the two open ended items all pertaining to
rating booklet to check the category most certain aspects of performance or to any
applicable for each of the 12 monthl) out-tanding traits observed. Since the seven
Periods. The D)ental Officer retained the niulticategory items would not empirically
test booklets throughout the tour. lie al- scale, it was decided to use as criterion data
lowed the men to rate the item, in the only the overa!l performance rating. How-

5



ever item #6 pertaining to the presence or analysis. This analysi6 consisted of corn-
absence of disciplinary problems was puting the item-total correlations. The items

thought important enough to be included whose correlations reached the 5 percent
as criterion information since such informa- confidence level were then included in the

tion may in fact be acting out behavior second key and the process reiterated. The
which may be a symptom of maladjustirent. numbers in front of the keyed items in the
Consequently a coding system was construc- appendix are circled, and the responce cate-
ted for ite.m #6 so as to categorize the gory with a weight of "five" is also checked
disciplinary problems that occurred and to in the booklet in the appendix. The internal
aflow a frequency count of each. These data consiitency reliability using an odd-even
will be discussed briefly in the results breakdown was also computed for the scores
section. obtained by the use of this key. This esti-

3. Attitude Stady. This questionnaire con- mate of the reliability corrected by the

sisted of 60 items to be responded to self- Spearman-Brown formula was .94, thus in-

ratings by each man. The content of the dicating satisfactory internal consistency of

items (see Appendix B) is varied, demand- the items making up this key.

ing subjective judgments regarding certain 4. Group Behavior Description. This ques-
aspects of the mission of concern to the tionnaire (see Appendix C) consisted of 43
individual. Accordingly, it is noted that the items similar in structure to those making
items pertain to attitudes toward the up the attitude study discussed immediptely
quality of food, the prevalent moods, the above. A similar approach was u3ed to
uncertainties about having volunteered for oltain a keyed score for this questionnaire
the duty, how strongly he wishes to return also. Again the same two psychologists
home, and many items pertaining to his independently rated the direction of each

general comfort such aA the quality of the item; item total correlations were computed

shelter, the recreation, and so on. Two twice and a fioal summed score was obtained.

psychologists" independently made judg- As for the case in the questionnaire im-

ments as to the directions of the five-point mediately above, the sample booklet in the

scale to each item in terms of the degree appendix shows the keyed items circled and

of positiveness of the attitudes toward the the response category with weight five

mission in general. Thus for item one, "Do checked. The split half reliability corrected

your present luties employ your abilities in as above was again satisfactorily high; .94.

the best way for accomplishing the mis- As may be seen by a cursory examination

sion of this expecition?" The choice 'posi- of the content of the items in the sample

tively" was weighted 5; "probably" 4; booklet in the appendix, the total score
"undecided" 3; "prob'.'dy not" 2; and apparently taps interpersonal attitudes in
"positively not" 1. Oni) tPose items upon general and attempts to evaluate the over-

which both raters agreed as to the direction Adl ,ohosiveness of the group participeting

of the scale were inc!uded in the item in the program at th-t Antarctic station.

ST-o ý,f thV AU~~rr ýýf thlý pVer Weybr-• ýnd Youn
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METh-ZID OF ANALYSIS. The factor analytic method which extracts

When an attempt is made to evaluate the common variance from the intercorrelation
predictive validity of an assessment device of all of the itemtr or tests in the battery
such as a test or observations made during was used for the purpose of estimating re-

interview, it is crucial to estimate in one liability of the criterion measures. Thus
way or another the reliability of the criteria an item on the diary or )ne of the thret.wayte.•s or rating scores withl a high corn-
against which the predictors are to be evalu-

ated. It should be evident from the discus- munaiity suggests high reliability. The com-
sion of the criterion measures above that rnunality therefore can be used as an esti-

mate of the reliability of each of the ratingit was impossible systemnatically to retest or sae et.
reobserve, as the case may be, the total

group taking the Attitude Study, the Groul. Ordinarily a factor analysis starts with
Behavior Study and the Line Exaluation an intercorrelation matrix comprised of all
Form. As far as the Monthly Health Diary the tests or mei sures included for ana!ysis.
is concerned since the men rated themselves As will be seen in the results section of
for the 12 monthly sessions, it was poss~ble this paper (Table HI), 33 -of the diary
to estimate retest reliability for each item. items were selected b• the authors on the
Accordingly, taking any two successive basis tnat the severity of the symptoms or
months for a given item into consideration, behavioral indicators being measured by the
the retest reliabiliLy was satisfactorily high, item might be affected by the Antarctic
in the range of .85 to .90. However, the conditions. Accordingly, for these 33 items
major assumption underlying the use of the the mean was computed for each person
Monthly Health Diary was that symptoms over the 12 monthly measurement sessions.
or behavioral idicators of the kind tapped These means for each item were then inter-
,y this instrument Would be susceptible LO correlated with each man's Line Evaluation,
the environmental stresses of the Antarctic Attitude Study and Group Behavior scores.
and therefore would show uhanges indicat- This 36 X 36 matrix was factor analyzed
ing trends in the adjustment of the men. by the group centroid factor analytic
In the absence of a control group, that is, method, (7). Communality estimates for the
a matched group not exposed to the Ant- correlation matrix were obtained from the
arctic conditions, it is impo.'sible to asc:'- highest column coefficient.
tain definitely whether the trends observed
in the diary data F were in fai( the result
of the environmental conditions.



RESULTS

Derivation of the Criterion Scores. The
matrix of 630 corre!ation coefficients is
presented below.

TABLE III--litercorrelation of the 36 Criterion Measures Obtained fiom Deepfreeze It

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3 9 10 11 12

1 Amour.c Sleep, 11(a)n
2 Time to Fall Asleep, 11(b) .051

3 Number Dreams, 11(d) 00 -02
4 Time to Awaken, 11(f) 14 25 08
5 Irritability on Awakening, 11(g) 03 08 14 30
6 Frequency of Urination, lit(a) -06 19 05 05 -06
7 Number Bowel Movenicaits,llf(b) -10 09 02 01 -02 10
8 Tension, IV(f) .08 04 00 12 07 18 -04
9 Feel about Volunteering, IV(g) -06 01 10 09 15 04 07 09

10 Rate Living Conditions, IV(h) 05 11 -05 22 14 01 -24 07 06
11 P-.y Adequat,, IV(i) 08 16 13 16 09 -02 06 -04 06 07
12 Fatigue, IV(j) .0.1 03 10 02 16 06 -14 18 13 11 00
13 Mood, IV(k) 03 06 -04 06 02 18 04 -06 01 02 -03 06
14 Dizziness, IV(l) 04 -06 31 00 16 09 00 30 06 02 -03 10

15 Unsteadiness of Hands, IV(m) -07 07 19 18 24 .03 06 23 15 -02 12 21
16 Heart Palpitation, IV(n) -06 I1 30 00 03 04 -05 14 13 01 10 -01
17 Breathing Difficulty, IV(o) -11 12 10 04 06 03 01 08 10 -05 13 12
18 Efficiency, V(a) 2.4 -03 04 09 10 .03 -15 09 -11 07 -11 06
19 Interest in Duty, V(b) -07 12 -07 -00 -03 16 05 1r. -03 02 -03 08
20 Feel like Quitting, V(c) -03 03 -02 -02 06 -03 06 07 16 -03 01 16
21 Difficulty in Concentrating, V(d) -04 07 -04 -04 10 -01 -11 16 08 06 11 13
22 Irritability toward others, VI(a) 22 -04 21 -07 04 -10 .09 13 -03 08 -02 10

21 Felt like Joking, etc., VI(b) 12 -10 01 14 11 -04 -17 07 -04 07 00 07
21 Others friendly, II,(c) -01 -08 -G2 26 21 -11 -25 141 01 14 10 10
25 Number Cigarettes, VII(a) -02 04 -14 04 -08 06 03 .02 .05 14 -10 05
26 Pipefuis of Tobacco, VII(c) -02 06 -11 02 -01 18 -02 -02 04 16 -06 -10
27 Homesickness, VIII(a) 03 18 14 17 12 -07 -06 03 -05 11 -01 07
28 Enjoy Movies, VIII(e) 08 -05 03 02 14 -11 -01 -03 "1 -03 -02 06
29 Enjoy Recreation, VIII(d) 14 08 01 14 13 -12 11 -12 03 M l 06 01
320 Enjoy Cards, etc., VIIi(e) 12 08 -08 13 07 02 12 -09 02 0. -02 -04
31 Dreams Pleasant, I1(e) -12 01 13 10 01 22 -17 00 66 10 -04 16
32 Severity of Headaches, IV(b) 07 14 36 -28 -11 00 08 31 02 03 14 -03
:13 Smol:ing Increased, VII(d) -04 -13 -01 04 -07 02 06 00 -01 -21 -07 06
:14 Line Evaluation -09 -01 -11 20 -10 -09 04 -21 02 -09 18 -14
35 Attitude Survey 05 13 -19 05 00 13 -02 -06 -02 01 05 00
36 Group Behavior 06 06 -06 -11 05 21 -02 -02 04 09 -01 -01

Footnote, aie on the last page of the table.
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TABLE III (continued)

Variables 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

14 Dizziness, IV(l) -12
15 Unsteadiness of Hands. IV(m) -03 30
16 Heart Palpitation, IV(n) -13 36 32
17 Breathing Difficulty, IV(o) -11 20 11 3518 Efficiency, V(a) 04 15 -07 00 -04
19 Interest in Duty, V(b) 03 09 08 15 15 1320 Feel lakc Quitting, V(c) -04 02 15 02 07 -09 -0621 Difficulty in Concentrating, V(d) -0t 08 02 00 06 -23 -04 0522 Irritability toward Others, VI(a) -05 09 -03 -06 11 42 13 08 1423 Felt like Joking, etc., VI(b) 12 -10 -08 -24 -11 20 -02 -05 -06 1224 Others Friendly, V( ) 07 -02 10 -18 -01 06 -04 03 18 03 3625 Number cigarettes, VII(a) 02 -08 02 10 04 00 05 -03 00 -01 -10 -1126 Pipefuls of Tobacco, VII(c) 00 -14 -10 -10 -05 -07 -13 05 -06 -12 -03 0827 Homesickness, VIII(a) -01 09 13 10 06 10 24 -12 -W4 01 -06 -0928 Enjoy movies, VIII(c) -06 12 -03 02 08 06 07 -01 08 13 -02 0229 Enjoy recreation, VIII(d) 02 05 01 -05 -09 04 -02 00 -07 01 -06 -0330 Enjoy cards, etc. VIII(e) 01 04 -03 -02 -04 00 00 03 -12 -04 -10 -1031 Dreams Pleasanz, II(e) 16 -21 -05 -23 -07 -10 -02 11 13 03 13 3632 Severity of Headaches, IV(b) -06 00 10 14 14 21 -14 16 20 08 15 0333 Smoking Increased, VII(d) 08 -17 -07 -12 -09 -06 12 -03 -03 15 06 -0134 Line Evaluation 04 -17 -12 -17 -17 00 -10 09 -13 -21 08 0035 Attitude Survey 12 -37 -04 -28 -09 -02 -06 -01 02 11 13 1336 Group Behaviur 01 -18 -14 -23 -20 -04 -13 02 04 -04 13 10

TABLE 1II (continued)

Variables 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 3b 36

26 Pipefuls of Tobacco, VII(c)
27 Homesickness, VIII(a) 05 -02
28 Enjoy movies, VIII(c) -17 -22 03
29 Enjoy recreation. VIII(d) -08 -04 02 2530 Enjoy cards, etc., VIII(e) 18 01 14 12 22
31 Dreams Pleasant, II(e) 10 -02 18 -07 -23 -0632 Severity of Headaches, IV(b) -04 18 10 -23 -24 -30 -0333 Smoking Increased, VII(d) 17 18 -20 06 00 -02 06 -1034 Line Evaluation -06 -02 -24 -06 13 -02 0,1 -04 -1835 Attitude Survey 02 03 -11 -05 08 -05 13 06 -04 2736 Group Behavior -12 20 -08 -02 05 -02 25 -01 .1i 32 16

11(a), 11(b), etc. indicate the item number in the Diary. Variables 1 through 33 are means of 10 successive
nionthly ratings on each Diary item

'The correlation statistics are P'earson coefficients. Decimals are omitted. N varies from 77 to 106 for theDiary items. For variables 34-36, N ,vas 48, 71, and 34 i; that order. With an N of 34, 77, and 106, a co-efficient of .32, .22, and .19 respectively are significant at the 5%4 confidence level.
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It is immediately apparent that the 630 processes related to the Antarctic conditions
correlation coefficients tend to be quite low. with a useful degree of reliability.
The mean and standard deviation of the In order to identify the content of each
correlation coefficients contained in Table of the five adjustment factors, it was neces-
III are .09 and .07 respectively, with a sary to consider individually the nature
range from .00 to .36. Using the 5 percent of the items and/or tests ,uhiv',. Si'noifi.rn.!v
confidence criterion, 31 of the coefficients load, or fail to load, each of the factors.
in Table III would be significant by chance;
forty-nine are in fact significant at that TABLE IV-ORTHOGONALLY ROTATED CEN-
confidence level. These reduced correlational TROID FACT'OR MATRIX OBTAINED FROM

reliabilities THE 36 CRITERION VARIABLESstatistics suggest that either the Variables AdF-, AdF2 AdF, AdF, AdF, hl
of the criterion measures are extremely low, I Amount SIMep -12 -03 .17 02 08 05

or. and this is perhaps less likely, most of 2 Time to Fall Asleer 06 .06 06 -12 28 10
3 Numbc- Dreams -14 .08 35 21 10 21the individual measures tend to "tap areas Time to Awaken 06 .U2 00 .22 52 43

of adjustment" which are unique or at leasL 5 Irrltab'lity on .Awakenlng 36 .26 26 .14 4A2 52
relativejy unrelated to each other. Actually, 6 Frequency of Urination 11 07 .05 06 04 02

7 Number Bowel Movements 12 18 04 .22 -1? 10
as will be seen in Table IV immediately 8 Tension 10 21 37 .U 17 36

9 Feel about Volunteering _&4 .03 .22 -04 23 81
following, both explanations have some 10 Rate Living Conditions -42 05 .25 26 33 48
basis in fact. 11 Pay Adequate .51 .10 .10 -01 27 38

12 Faligue 21 .16 19 13 24 18
It would be well to recall the methodologi- 13 Mood .. 9 24 :1L 12 08 64

cal discussion co1tained in the procedure 14 D'Vsiness .01 -01 65 11 12 45
15 Unsteadiness of Hands 30 10 32 22 34 53

section above. There, the question of re- 16 Heart Palpitation 00 22 72 10 06 61
dto the communalities 7 Breathing Dilffiulty 16 16 78 24 09 35

18 Efficiency .27 01 -09 4!1 01 25
estimated from the factor analysis was dis- 19 Interest in Duty -7U 04 .06 07 .03 56

20 Feel like Quitting U .-0 .28 03 16 69cussed. The h-' entrs in column 7 of Table 21 Difficulty In Concentrating 06 .22 06 20 16 12
IV are the communalities for each of the 22 Irritability toward others 08 -34 13 04 -04 14
36 variables. It is seen that the highest 23 Felt like Joking. etc. -16 24 .42_• & 13 61

24 Others friendly -36 09 -12 =• 4• 09
communality is for the Attitude Survey, 25 Number Cigarettes 36 29 is 09 -10 28
variable No. 35. Too, the h" for the '-roup 26�Pipefuls of Tobacco .02 vj .14 14 .05 04S27 Homesioknesa 16 .0t 27 -03 20 14

Behavior Score appears to be usefully high. 28 Enjoy Movies 04 37 12 .08 13 18
As for the Diary Data, variable no. 9, how 2 Enjoy Recreation -14 4 .18 .04 27 67

30 Enjoy Cards, etc. .02 83 06 03 16 72
the person telt about volunteering for the 31 Dreams Pleasant .12 08 M2 42 12 35
duty, and variable No. 30, whether the 32 Severity of 1[.adr.heh 13 02 32 59 -16 49

33 Smklng Increased 21 15 .07 76 19 13
person enjoyed playing cards and other 34 Line Evaluation 40 07 32 .16 19 33

35 Attitude Survey 91 .08 09 01 13 86recreational activity, received communality 36 Group Behavior _U -14 -14 .05 10 64
estimates in the high 70's and 80's. In ad- AOF,. AdF,. AdF5 refer* to Adjoatncent Factovo 1, 2, 5.
(lition, 9 other variables from the Monthly h' refera to the communallties of the 36 variables. Decimala

Health Diary received communality esti- are omittea.

mates in the high 50's and 60's, namely The Structure of the Adjustment Factors
variables 20, 13, 29, 16, 23, 19, 36, 15, and Somewhat arbitrarily the three to eight
24. Although these communalities are not highest-loading tests or items on each ftc-
as high as is ordinarily desirable, they do tor were examined as to content. The con-
suggest that about , 3r, of th.e diary varl- tent of these tests or items for each factor
ableF are measLring certain adjustment is indicated in Table V following.
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TABLE V

DESCRIPTION OF THE FIVE ADJUSTMENT FACTORS

Matrix Item
Identification Number Factor Description of the Adjustment -actor'

Number in Diary Loadingi

Adjustment Factor I (AdF,)

35 -b .91 Strong positive attitudes toward the project as a whole.

t IVg -.84 Very pleased with having volunteered for this duty.

20 Vc -.76 Feel very much like staying on Deepfreeze.

19 Vb -.74 Feel very interested in the duties.

36 --c .70 Strong indicators of optimal morale and favorable
attitudes toward the group as a whole.

13 IVk -.59 Moods tend to be consistently happy".

11 IVi -.51 Feel Deepfreeze pay is "good to excellent".

10 IVb -.49 Rate living conditions as "good to excellent".

TABLE V (continued)
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIVE ADJUSTMENT FACTORS

Matrix Item
Identification Number Factor Description of the Adjustment Factor'

Number in Diary Loadingb

Adjustment Factor II (AdF,)

29 VIIId .74 Did not enjoy or did not use recreational facilities.

30 Ville .83 Did not enjoy or did not play cards, games, etc.

28 Ville .37 Did not enjoy or did not go to movies.

22 Via -.34 Tend to bc more irritable to shipmates.

4 IIf -.33 Tendency to take a !ong time to wake up after sleeping.

TABLE V (continued)

DESCRIPTION OF TIlE FIVE ADJUSTMENT FACTORS

Matri., Item
Identification Number Factor Description .)f t.Lie Adjustment Factor'

Numnbel in Diary Loadings

Adjustment Factor III (AdF.)

16 IVn .72 Seldom notice heart beating loudly.

14 IV1 .65 Seldom notice dizziness or blurring of eyes.

15 IVm .52 Very slight or no unsteadiness of hands.

17 IVo .48 No diffieulty in breathi ng.

13 IVk -.46 Moods tend to be consistently happy.

23 Vb -.42 Felt very much like chatting an(i joking with shipmates.

31 Ih -39 If dzegnied at all, dreams tended to be pleasant.

11



TABLE V (continued)

DESCRIPTION 0' THE FIVE ADJUSTMENT FACTORS

Identification Number Factor
Number in Diary Loadings Description of the Adjustment Factor'
Matrix Itcm

Adjustment Fqetor IV (AdF,)

32 IVb .59 Slight tendency toward heada.

23 Vb ,58 Felt very little like zhatting and joking with shipmates.

24 VIc ,53 Shipmates tend to be much less friendly.

18 Va .41 Tend toward being less efficient than usual.

31 HIe .40 If dreamed at all, dreams tended to be unpleasant.

8 IVf .37 Tended to be more relaxed than usual.

TABLE V (continued)
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIVE ADJUSTMENT FACTORS

Identification Number Factor
Number in Diary Los dings Description of the Adjustment Factor'
Matrix Item

Adjustment Factor V (AdFý)

4 11f .52 Tend toward requiring less time to feel awake.

5 llg .49 Tend toward feeling little or not at all irritable.

24 VIc .39 Shipmates tend to be friendly.

Statement tAkes into account the sign of the factor loading.

"Keyed score from the "Attitude Study" questionnaire (see Appeni., B, C & D for examples of the
questionnaire items).
Keyed score from the "Group Behavior Stuiy".

From an examination of the content of in this factor indicate adequa.c adjusti.len'.
the highest-loading tests or Diary items to the Antarctic environment. In addition,
contained in the above table, it appeals that Diary items apparently "tapping" similar at-
Adjustment Factor I (Ad Fi) might be titudes load this factor and, in a sense, give
itbeled OVERALL FAVORABLE ADJUST- more substance to Ats content. Thus men

MENT to the Antarctic condition. At first with high average diary ratings on items
glnace the factor appears to be bi-polar. pertaining to satisfaction with having voluai-
This resulted from the fact that favorable teered for the mission, to feeling like "stay-
Diarv responses e.g., happy moods, favor ing on" Deepfreeze, and to maintenance of
able 'ttityides towards Deepfreeze and so interest in the duties associated with the
on, were equated to the smallest numbered project received high scores on this factor.
cnde used in the analysis. It is noted that Moreover, high scores on AdF, resulted
the highest loading test is the score on the from reported abilit•, to sustain "happy"
Attitude Study (see Appendix B for an moods, from rating tlu living conditions as
example of this questionnaire). Assuming "good te excellent", aid from indicating
that this score indicates relatively st:ong that the Deepfreeze pay .,as "good to ex-
positive attitudes toward the project as a cellent". Finally, those men receiving high
whole, it seems probable that high scores score. on this factor obtained high scores

12
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on the Group Behavior Questionnaire (See indicating the presence of, or the tendency
Appendix C for a list of the questionnaire toward, consistently happy moods (absence
items). In short, as indicated by the mag- of depression) as being a characteristic of
nitude of the loadings and the content of both Adjustment Factors. High scorers in
the variables with these loadings it appears Ad F.1 would seem also to be characterized
that persons obtaining high factor scores as optimally socially adjusted in that pleas-
in this particular factor would be likely to urable interpersonal relations are consist-
have greater adjustment potential insofar ently reported month-to-month. Although
as the Antarctic conditions are concerned receiving only a slight weighting in this

than would those men obtaining low scores partiular factor it appears that variable
on this factor. number 31, the "presence of pleasurable

Adjustment Factor II (Ad F,) on the dreams", may also be suggestive of the

other hand suggests a clliterion of inade- favorable emotional condition of the men
quate adjustment to the existing conditions. with high scores on this factor7 .
Thus a person obtaining a high score on In short it appears that high scorers in
Ad F. tended to report less enjoyment of both Ad F:, and Ad F1 may be considered
recreational facilities, less participation in optimally adjusted to the Antarctic con-
cards and games and tended to be more ditions. The difference between Ad F1 and
irritable with respect to his shipmates. Also, Ad F 3 seems to ',e that the former is more
persons obtaining high Ad F; scores tended attitudinal in nature arid the latter more
to have some difficulty in awakening from reflective of the men's perception of their
sleep. Although oniy suggestive, it appears own physiological changes. For purposes of
that high scores in this factor may indicate communication, Ad P., might be labeled
a tendency for social withdrawal and/or ABSENCE OF PSYCHOSOMATIC COM-
depression. Although admittedly somewhat PLAINTS. Irrespective of the labeis at-
presumptuous, the tendency to withdraw tached tc the Adjustment Factors, the im-
from a social situation in which solitary portant point is that from the nature of the
isolation is virtually impossible would seem subjective responses loading Ad F , and
to be indicative of inadequate, or perhaps Ad F31, it appears that persons receiving
inappropriate adjustment. It would appear high scores on these factors could be as-
therefore that AdF2. may be part of some sumed to be more adequately adjusted to
complex ,iyndrome of depression. For de- the existing conditions than were those with
scriptive purposes this factor may be ten- low scores on the same criteria.
tatively labeled a Tendenty Toward With- Adjustment f,)ctor IV (Ad F,) can be
drawal. contrasted with Ad F, in at least two re-

Those persons receiving high scores in spects. In the first plac- those persons

Adjustment Factor III (AdFj) may be receiving high scores in Ad F4 reported

characterized as being free from what that they felt less like chatting and joking

might be called psychosomatic symptoms. with their shipmates whereas those receiv-

Accordingly, absence of dizziness, of blur- ing high scores in Ad F reported having

red vision, of unsteadiness of hands, of dif- felt more like chatting Pnd joking with

ficulty in breathing, and of palpitating heart shipmates. Secondly, high scorers in Ad F,

characterized those persons receiving high reported that if they dreamed at all, their

s, )res on AdF.i. It should be noted in pass- dreams tended to be unpleasant whereas

ing that only one of the items loading Ad F, those receiving high scores in Ad F., re-

aLo loaded Ad Fi. ThiL4 overlapping diary ported their dreams to be pleasant. Other

item pertsining to the characteristic moods characteristics of this factor as indicated

reported b the men (item 13) loaded both in Table V are that persons receiving high

Ad F, and Ad F, in the same direction scores reported a slight tendency toward

7 It is reali•ed that asing the reported affective tone of oreams as dn indicator of adju' -nent is highly qutitionable on a

theoretical a"Is It i" not known tht persons whose dreams are reported to be pleata,.. are better adjusted than those

whos, 'ream- are eported to be unpleasin' In the absence of specific .nformation coscerning dream content, it is

difficu -. n mpoossiblc, o dcter 0cne w rich peroons were actuaolI dreaming as -:1 much less the affective Quclaty

of the drss,"
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headaches and to have been less efficient that these means for each of the Diary items
than usual. Both of these characteristics quite likely have a sizeable standard error
would seem to suggest* less adequate ad- and consequently would affect the reliability
justment. Moreover, varieble number 24 of the correlation coefficients. The coeffi-
(perceived friendliness of others) loads this cents of questionable reliability would in
factor. This finding suggests that high turn quite likely reduce the stability of the
scorers perceive others as reacting less factor loadings. As a result, the factor struc-
friendly toward them. Finally, high scorers tures depicted in Table V above may be
report a tendency to be more relaxed than quite unreliable and therefore any factor
usual as time progresses although the load- scores computed from these structures

ingi sparc r variable (variable would be immediately suspect from the

number 8) is relatively low. It would appear standpoint of reliability. The justification
that the slight tendency toward headaches, for utilizing these criteria, however, stems
the reluctance te interact in groups, the from the fact that validity statistics are
perceived unfriendliness of others, and a always attenuated by measurement error
self-perceived drop in efficiency, taken to- (unreliability) and therefore validity co-
gether, argue that this particular factor efficients computed for the predictor bat-

is quite likely a negative adjustment cri- tery would, if anything, underestimate the
terion. Therefore, persons receiving high usefulness of the tests in the assessment
scores in this particular factor were as- battery.
sumed to be less adequately adjusted than The second limitation to this method of
those who receive low scores. criterion derivation involves the decision to

Adjustment Factor V (Ad F:.), loaded by adjudge the high scorers in a particular
only three variables, appears to be rather factor as being more adequately adjusted
vaguely structured in the final rotated solu- than the low scorers or vice versa depending
tion limiting what can be said about its on the content or the items loading each
definition. Although only margipally ac- factor. This decision of course was based
ceptable as an adjustment criterion, it ap- largely on intuition. For example, Ad F,
pears that factor scores obtained from Ad was labeled "Favorable Attitudes Toward
F, indicate favorable adjustment since the the Deepfreeze Project". Hence, persons ob-
identifying variables contraindicatc with- taining high scores in this factor do so by
drawal and/or depression. reason of their admitted favorable attitudes

Validity of the Predictors. Before pro- toward the 'work conditions and the pay for
ceeding to an examination of the validity Deepfreeze, interest in their duties, satis-
of the predictors employed in this study, faction with having volunteered for the
it may be well to point out a rather serious duty and so on. It seems reasonable on an a
theoretical limitation to the use of criteria priori basis that persons imdk.ting these

derived from factor scores computed as they attitudes would show more adequate ad-
were in this study. In the first place it may justment than those indicating less strong
be recalled that 33 of the 36 variables in- attitudes in the same direction or certainly
eluded in the correlation matrix to be factor more adequate adjustment than those in-
analyzed (see Table Ill) were statistics ob- dicating attitudes in the opposite direction.
tained from the Diary. The particular sta- The same reasoning can be applied to the

tistic obtained for each man for each of the interpretations of the remaining factors.
33 Dar- items was computed from the ten These points will be raised again in the
monthly ratings. These means for each of context of the discussion at the end of this

the diary items %ere then correlated with paper.
the scores from the Line Evaluation Rating, The first problem was to ascertain the
the Group Behavior Test, and from the At- validity of the more standardized tests con-
titude Test (Variables 34, 35 and 36) after tained in the predictor battery. To do this,
which the resulting matrix factor was ana- scores were obtained for each man for each
lyzed. The limitation comes from the tact criterion factor by summing his score or
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rating (in z-score form) on all of the vari- adjust more adequately to Antarct•c duty
ables identifying the factor, all z-scores are greater than for those of lesser in-
being weighted by their corresponding telligence.
loading on the factor. These factor scores It is interesting to ncte that the em-
were then correlated with the predictor pirically derived scor6 obtained from the
scores obtained from the five tests adminis- Sports Ived sclrd in tdo significant
tered at Davisville prior to the departure for Sorts wnventors.correhd~ions with the adjustment factors.
the Antarctic. Table VI contains a sum-
mary of these correlation coefficients. Assuming that both Ad F2 and Ad F,

scores a-c each negatively related to overall

TABLE VI-Correlation of Objective Test Data adjuw.tment to these conditions, it appears
With Adjustment Factors that thc validity coefficients are contradic-

Predictor Adjustment Faeto•, tory. Hence the minus .25 correlation with
AdF, AdF, AdF, AdF, AdF. Mean S Y. W Ad F2 indicates high scorers in the Sports

Shipiry.-lirtford Inventory tend to show fewer of the "malad-
Verbal 42 .09 14 -16 -02 2953 4.55 76 justive" indicators defining Ad F2  (SeeShilpey-nartford

Ahstration 31 .00 -08 .20 -.03 28 10 799 76 Table V). On the other hand the .46 cor-
Ahipley-itartfordconceetuas relation of the inventory with Ad F4 sug-

QO•ti-nt .0 -.03 -. V - 05 -01 96.40 14.49 76
Sports gests persons obtaining high scores in the

Invento.:' 16 -25 -14 .46 -08 18,9 430 74 Sports Inventory tend to show less adequate
Neurotic Gymporm

Checklist' -.13 05 321' 01 01 641 039 79 adjustment to the existing conditions. In
The statistic used for this measure was the Co,_ffient of the absence of independent criteria of ad-
Contingeney The Pearson r was used for the other measures."Significant ,f the confidence level A Pearso.a r of 022 and justment to these contditions it is impossible
30 are ignkficant of the 5% and 1% level respectively, to determine whether a high score on the

At first glance it is noted that the coeffici- Sports Inventory is a predictor of more or
ents obtained with Ad F., are all negligible, less adequate adjustment. The best guess
This finding suggests the probable unre- would be based on the larger validity c,-
liability of this factor. Apparently both the efficient, namely the .46 correlation of the
Verbal and Abstraction scores obtained Inventory with Ad F4. Assuming as we
from the Shipley-Hartford scale have sig- have done in the previous discussion of
nificant relationship to Adjustment Factor these factors that Ad F4 is negatively cor-
I. On tet other hand, the Conceptual related with adequacy of adjustment, one
Quotient obtained from the ratio of these might hazard the guess that more of those
two scores shows no significant relationship men obtaining high Sports Inventory scores
with any of the adjustment factors. As- would show less adequate '.justment to the
suming Ad F, is positively related to op- Antarctic conditions than wvald those with
timal adjustment to the Antarctic condi- low Sports Inventory scores. One should
tions, it may be said that persons who ob- note in this context however the very small
tain high scores in either one or both of the standard deviation of the Sports Inventory
Shipley-tartford Scales have a greater scores as compared to its mean. This sug-

probability of adjusting favorably to the gests that individual differences in the

Antarctic conditions than do those obtaining scores on the Sports Inventory are indeed
low scores on these particular tests, small, and, as a consequence, it is unlikely

1. can be inferred from these findings that this score could be effectively used as

that those men who made the most favor- a predictor of Antarctic adjustment.

able adjustment, were of a higher level of As for the validity of the Neurotic Symp-

intelligence (i.e. intelligence is measured by tom Chest List, row 5 in Table VI, it is

the Shipley-1hartford Scale). This does not notled that on!y one :.iAgrificant .orrelation

impl, tbM1t intelligence per se is respon- was found, namel,, the c~rrelation with

sibie tot the ability to adjust adequately, Ad F, (See Appendix G for a sample of the

hut as far as these data are concerned, the questionnaire). Since Ad F, was described

o)dds for the more intelligent person to as being positively correlated with favor-
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able adjustment to the environmental con- format intended to reduce the severity of
ditions. it is assumed that per3ons reporting the skew and allow for more individual
the greater number of the neurotic symp- differences in the neuroticism scores ob-
toms contained in the Questionnaire are tained. It is hoped that scores obtained by
more favorably predisposed to adjust op- the use of this particular questionnaire will
timally to the existing conditions. Again, show enhanced validity with rcspect to the
in the absence of external criteria of the criterion data presently being collected in
validity of both the piedictoi score and the the Antarctic.
adjustment criterion (Ad F.,), all that can The next problem was to investigate the
be said is that there may be a particular predictive validity of the ratings made from
pattern of neurotic traits which when found the interview and projective test data also
in a candidate for the Antarctic duty may obtained at Davisville, Rhode Island. At
predispose him to more adequate adjust- this point it may be well to recall the dis-
ment than if these traits are not there. It cussion of the methods employed to obtain
should be emphasized that the neurotic che combined psychiatrists' and psycholo-
traits and the symptoms described in the gists' ratings. Very briefly, a rsychiatrist
questionnaire, are not in themselves con- submi-ted each man to a semi-structured
sidered as favorable for adjustment to the perscna! interview from which data per-
Antarctic, but are only grossly symptomatic taining to background factors, to areas of
of general neurotic behavio: and conflict, conflict, and to patterns of attitudes and
It may be that the isolation afforded by behavior were obtained. The Rorschach test
the Antarctic environment results in an was administered to groups of approxi-
encapsulation of the individual to such a mately 15-20 subjects by use of an opaque
degree that he feels less anxious and less projector using the original test figures.
in conflict than he does in a normal en- The Rorschach inquiry was administered by
vironment with its routine demands and a psychologist to each individual subject
frustrations. Furthermore, the majority of and then scored, summarized, and in-
the symptoms listed are primarily descrip- terpreted. The psychologist on the basis of
tive of tension and do not contain the more the Rorschach test findings rated each sub-
maladjustive neurotic mechanisivs of de- ject with respect to eight trait-dimensions
fense. (see Appendix E for examples of these

One should mention at this point that rating scales). The psychiatrist performed

the validity coefficient obtained (.32) may the same function independently as based

be greatly attenuated as a result of the on his findings derived from his personal

extremely reduced variability of tihe scores interview with each candidate.

on the Neurotic Symptom Check List. In The first problem was to estimate the
this context, it is noted that 77 pcrcent inter-rater consistercy of each of these
of the 79 men responding to the Neurotic rating scales.' Since independent ratings
Symptom Check List, obta;ned a ,,core of with respect to the same trait dimensions
"0", thus indihating the severity of the were available, one possible way to estimate
positive skew in the predictor distribution, consistency was from inter-rater agreement.
Following from this particular finding, sub- Accordingly, column 2 in Table VII contains
sequent Deepfreeze assessment programs the correlation between the ratings by the
have .ncluded a neurotic questionnaire, the psychologist with the same ratings by the
Personnel Inventory Barometer (PIB) (8) psychiatrist assigned independently for each
which employs a multi-category response of the subjects.

As may be vect from tUe exi|nple "f the rating scale in Appendix E. there were actually nine rated dimensions included
in t-e irv*rvles and testing proceulure As a result of the consensus of opinion expressed by the ps)chlatrists and
psychoge'Itst partucipatirg in the assessment proowrarm, trait-dimension A Motivation for Prevent Objectgee, was elimina.
test from the p-edtctor battery on the g.oundl of its unreliability
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TABLE VII Intercorrelation* of Psychiatrists' and Psychologists' Ratings With Each Other and With
the Combined Ratings

Psychologist Psychiatrists' Psychologists'
With Ratings With Ratings With

Trait Being Rated Psychiatrist Combined Ratings Combined Ratings

A. Potential Effectiveness for Operation
Deepfreeze. .37 (N = 71) .85 (N 78) .70 (N = 72)

B. Ability to Function rn a Group. .11 (N = 61) .82 (N 67) .60 (N = 62)

C. Ability to Communicate. .21 (N = 60) .47 (N 66) .73 (N = 62)

D. Ability to Withstand Stress. .11 (N = 61) .67 (N = 76) .38 (N = 62)

E. Ability to Cope with Depression. 15 (N = 61) .65 (N = 67) .63 (N = 62)

F. Ability to Cope with Aggression. .18 (N = 61) .62 (N = 67) .48 (N = 62)

G. Expression of Overt Hostility. .47 (N = 58) .72 (N = 64) .71) (N = 62)

H. Expression of Overt Anxiety. .45 (N = 58) .66 (N = 64) .41 (N = 62)

All coefficients are Poarson r's. See text for explanation of the data upon which the :'atings were
based.

First of all it is noticed that the popula- the psychiatrist and psychologist with the
tion sample was greatly reduced as a result combined evaluation was reazziiably high
of the absence of ratings from either the (as would be expected), it was decided to
psychologist or psychiatrist. Nevertheless use as predictors thE combined ratings made
in the absence of information to the con- after a iiscussion of the findings both from
trary, it was assumed that the fractionation the psychiatric interview and the Rorschach
of the data was random and therefore that test. The correlation of the combined ratings
the sample was representative of the total with each of the adjustment factors is
population. Obviously the correlation coef- presented in Table VIII below.
ficients between the assigned ratings for
each scale are not remarkably high. In fact, TABLE Vill-Correlation of Combined Psychiat-

rists' and Psychologists' Ratings With the Adjust-
using the five percent confidence criterion ment Factors (N = 75)
(Pearson r greater than .21), only four of
the inter-rater coefficients are significant. Adjustment Factors
Table VII also contains the correlation of Combined Rating category AdF. AdF, A,. AdF', ,dF,

the combined ratings made on the same A Potential Effeetfven..for Operation Deepfrcce 38- .16 2' -10 -. 03

rating scales following a discussion of the 11 Abilty. to Function in a
Group 221 .34 -.10 .00

results by pairs of psychologists and psy- C Abil,' C .om.micate 33 .57 ..22 -21
chiatrists who hau interviewed the same D Ability to WAthb.and Strss .17 04 02 .02 -.i8

men with the ratings of psychiatristi E AbZsloty 04 .14 09 .05 n05
(column 3) and with the ratings of the . Ability to Cope With

Aggression , 00 .67 -. 17 -.09

psychologists (column 4). Although only ( Expresion of Overttlosfility -"I :7 ý I'• .17 .03

grossly indicative, these correlation statis- it E opressi . f Over(
Anxiety Ji. 09 .2 07 -.00

tics indicate that in five of the eight scales _ n_______,___0__ ,__ -07_ -.0_
Au statistics are Per.,on coeff~iconts A Pearson of 0.22

Ie psychiatrists' ratings contributed more and .03 are stgnfieai the 56/t and 1% confidence level

to the combined evaluation than did the re~pectively.

ratings of the psychologists. The reverse Following from our discussion of the fac-
was true with respect to trait-dimension C, tor content (Table V) it may be recalled
ability to communicate. The correlation co- that Adjustment Factors I and III tended
efficients for the remaining two scales were to be positively correlated witb favorable
approximately equal. On the basis of the adjustment to the existing conditions. The
fact that the inter-rater .greement was reverse was true with respect to Adjust.
quite low and that the correlation of both ment Factor if and Adjustment Factor IV.
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Accordingly, assuming this directionality were of considerable use in predicting favor-
in the Adjustment Factors, it may be said able adjustment to the existing conditions.
that comrbined ratings with respect to Po- There is only one non-chance validity
tential Effectiveness for Operation Deep- coefficient with respect to Ad F4. Assuming
freeze, Ability to Function in a Group, as we did in the discussion of the content
Ability to Communicate, and "absence- or of Ad F4 that this factor is negatively
"reduced" Ove.t Expression of Hostility are correlated with optimal adjustment to the
significantly related to Ad F,. It may be Antarctic conditions, it appears that ability
said therefore that persons receiving high to communicate as determined by the com-
combined ratings with respect to these bined ratings is one of the most efficient
scales are those persons who tend to receive predictors of adjustment to this environ-
high factor scores in Ad F,. Upon examina- ment.
tion of the content of the items or tests
loading the adjustment Factors (Table V), Finally it is noted that Ad F2 has no
one sees that those persons receiving high significant relationship with any of the
scores on these combined ratings are those rating scales and that Ad F, has only one
who show high interest and considerable sat- non-chance correlation with trait-rating C,
isfaction with the project as , whole, con- Ability to Communicate. As it was in-
sider the )ay and living conditions adequate, possible, even on an intuitive level to assign
and feel pleased with having volunteered for directionality to Ad F.,, it is impossible to
this duty. All in all these rating data ap- ascertain the predictive value of the cor-
peared to be usefully valid for predicting relation of -.27 with Adjustment Factor V.
those individuals with strong initial motiva- All in all, it appears that the most useful
tion and whose motivation seemed tu b _ J:.it dimension pertains to the ability of
maintained at a favoirable level. ,he individual to communicate with those

Three of the validity coeficients with around him and to nandle aggressive feel-
tto Ad F. are significant in a positive ings in a manner which is consistent withrespectio Adain assinificat in score the accepted social s'tandards of the group

direction. Again assuming that high scores living under these conditions. The absence
with respect to Ad F:, indicate optimal ad- fdtie noraina oteseii
justment, it may be said that ratings with of detailed information as to the specific
respect to the Ability to Communicate, the observations or cues the psychiatrist and

Ability to Function in a Group, the Ability psychologist were basing their ratings upon,

to Cope with Aggression, and, to a lesser presents a difficulty in concluding without

degree, ratings with respect to Potential reservation that the application of similar

effectiveness for Operation Deepfreeze are assessment procedures in th- future wvuld

all predictive of favorable adjustment to the result in the rather optim:stic findings

Antarctic conditions. Of particular note are presented in Table VIII. If the present study

the highly significant correlations of trait- were to be replicated, it is advisable to

dimension C, Ability to Communicate (.57), obtain more specific information regarding

and the trait-dimension F, Ability to Cope the cues used by the interviewers and the

with Aggression (.67). Looking at the con- test administrators in making their ratings.

tent of Ad F., in Table V, it is seen that In this way, the selection procedures can

the 'actor structure suggests absence of be more accurately evaluated and, if indica-

psychosomatic-like symptoms and a ten- teu, appropriate modifications of the as-

dency to maintain a rather "depression- sessment program can be recommended.

free" mood. It appears that those persons As far as the Rorschach test data are
who receive high ratings on these four concerned, the research design could include
scales are those who report relatively few the formulation of Rorsehach Test cor-
of the symptoms defining Ad Ft. These relates of the behavioral traits assessed.
data indicate that ratings )f the kind ob- Such correlates would be based on the re-
tained during the Davisville assessment lationship between various Rorschach test
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determinants which every psychologist ex- TABLE X-RELATIONSHIP OF GEOGRAPHIC
perienced with the Rorschach 'rest could LOCATION OF HOME TO THE ADJUSTMENTFACTORS
follow objectively. It is realized that a FACTORS

similar procedure applied to the data from
the psychiatric interview would be more [A ".... A . A ?.

difficult to structure... ....... oo ' 3-"

Relationship of Background Variables to 57

the Adjustment Factors. The question arises `"_1; "
as to possible relationships of certain back-
ground variables to the adjustment criteria Compl te data were available only on 7.1 men.

Low and I1igh refer to below and above the Median of
as determined from the factor scores. One the Adjustment Factor Sco,,' distribution respectively.

possibility is that the age of the men may Nul probability greater ta•an 30,b.

have some relationship to adjustment to
the AntLrctic conditions. Table IX below From Table X it is ;een that significantly
presents data pertaining to this relationship. more of those men whose homes were in

TABLE IX-RELATIONSHIP OF AGE TO THE the northern section of the United States
ADJUSTMENT FACTORS received high scores on Ad F I. It may be

recalled that Ad F. (see Table V, P. 15)
A. ., appeared to be correlated negatively with

. ---- optimal adjustment to the existing condi-
tions. Furthermore it may be recalled that

. the content of Ad F., suggested that high
- . .. . . . scores were repeived by those men who

showed irritability in their interpersonal
Only 79 men completed toe Personal 1lttory Form relat
Low and High refer to below and above the Median of ionships as well as lack of interest in
the Adjustment Factor Score distribution respectlvely. group activities of one kind or another.
Nul probability greater than 1047. With respect to this criterion therefore,

those voiunteers from the northern sect',cns
From Table IX is seen that age is cor- of the U. S. probably adjusted less ade-

related significantly only with Adjustment quately to the Antarctic conditions than
Factor HI. It may be re.alled (see Table would those from the southern part of the
V, p. 15) that Ad F, was characterized country. This finding wits, of course, con-
mainly by an absence of "psychosomatic- trary to the hypothesis formulated in thir
like" symptoms. Assuming that high scorers study.
with respect to Ad F3 show favorable ad-

..". : . -::.g .i ."o'. ap- '~' Another hypothesis which would seern
pears that disproportionately more of the to have some basis in fact was that in-
men who were under 25 years of age ob- dividuals who c-ime from the farm or "wide
tained low factor scores on Ad F3 than did open spaces" as oppobed to those who came
those who were above 25 years of age. This from large cities would show more adequate
finding indicates that the older men tended adjustment to the rather barren Antarctic
to report less "psychosomatic-like" symp- conditions with its abseace of urban con-
tomatology in Antarctic conditions than did veniences. Forty-one percent of the group
.he men unde- 25 years of age. for which complete data were available

It seemed possible Lhat oersons who were (N - 78) reported that they were from the

brought up in the colder regions of the farm or a country village, 22 percent fromn

United States would show more adequate a small city and 27 percent from a medium

adjustment to the extreme cold of the or large city. Comparing each of these

Antarctic than those whose homes xore in categories with the high and low scorers in

the warmer sections. Table X contains data each of the five factors showed 1o signimfc.

relevant to this 1)ossibility. ance whatsoever
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Another hypothesis to be examined per- college population shows less adequate ad-
tained to the marital status of the group. justment as indicated by Ad F, but more
Based on data from 74 men only, it was adequate adjustment as indicatec by Ad F.,.
found that 3.) percent of this group were In the absence of any indepenident criteria
married and 60 percent single. Only one of adjustment, it does not appear simple to
person in this group was divorced. Table resolve this inconsistency. However, looking
XI presents the comparison of married ver- at the content of Ad F, and Ad F., (see
sus single men with respect to their scores TABLE XII--REIATJONStlIP OF EDUCATION-
on each of the Adjustment Factors. Al. LEVEL ':O THE ADJUSTMENT FACTk RS

TABLE XI-RELATIONSHIP OF MARITAL
STATUS TO THE ADJUSTMENT FACTORS ll ., M. Mt. M.

31 u'

"only tcompleted the P1e.na|l is3tory Form.

SLo• and High refer to below -AnZ abo~ve the Median of
the Adjusatnvint Factor Score distribueon ceataertivelly.

Complete data w.rt a,-liable only ,n 71 cn 9ul probability greater than 10%o.
b 1,0w and 11igh refer to below and abve the Meddian of

.t .n An.auttment Factor Score distributios, reSpnctlwnly.*N. Probability greater than iorl Table V, P. 15), it may be recalled ,hat the

content of Ad F, was largely attitudinal in
The data in Table XI indicate that sig- nature while that for Ad F3 pertained to an

nificantly fewer of the married men obtained absence of admitted psychosomatic-like
high scores oil Ad F, as compared to the symptoms. One might hazard a guess that
single men. Recalling that Ad F, was as- the more important variables may have to
sumed to be correlated positively with op- (1o with the attitudinal makeup of the per-
timal adjustment to the Antarctic condi- son ra'her than with whether he reported
tions, it appears that single volunteers had any unusual symptomatology. Therefore,
a greater probability of showing favorable again speculating for the moment, it appears
attitudes to% ardts the duty assignment than that the college personnel in this sample
married volunteers. This finding in itself is were more negatively oriented mn terms of
difficult to interpret because of the absence attitudes toward tie operation than were
of reliable data pertaining to the length of I lose with high school or less education,
time the men had been married, the ease even though they ',ended to 'dmit less fre-
with which they could communicate with quent occurrences of symptoms such as diz-
their wiCe., and family during the %%intering- ziness and unsteadiness of 1-nds. Adding
over period, and similar information. addi'ional -,ubstanc,- to the finding that

One final relationship remains to be ex- college trained persons showed less adequate

amined, namely the relationship of edu- adjustment is the positive relationship with

cational level to tile scores received on each respect to Ad F:, which was found to be

of the adjustment factors. Splitting tile negatively correlated with fa~orable adjust-

group into those with a college degree or ment to the Antarctic conditions.

with some college training and those with Trends in the Diary Data. The question
high school education or less, it was found arises as to what changes (if any) occurred
that 33 percent of the group of 79 person. in the symptomatology and daily habits re-
for whom accurate information %%as a ail- ported by the men from the time of their
able had had some college tzaining. These departure for the Antarctic in September of
data are presented in Table XII following. 1956 to their return to the United States in
Recalling that Ad F, and Ad F, were found November of the following year. No slgni-
to be correlated in a po.siti%( direction %%ith ticant differences beteen ciPilian and mili-
optimal adjustment, it appears that ti- tary item profiles were found, and, as a
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result the total available sample was in- pleasant. It is interesting to note in item
cluded in the trend analysis to follow. Only IVh, ratings as to being satisfied with the
those items which could be more or less living conditions, that the men in the early
meaningfully scaled were included in this months of the expedition (summer time)
analysis. reported an increasing tendency to report

satisfaction with the living conditions. This
In order to examine the significance of trend, however, was reversed during the

the trends in the response patterns of rele- winter months (May-October). As for
vant items in the Monthly Diary, it was characteristic moods, diary item IVk sug-
decided to examine the data for trends gests a trend towards being less happy when
between three periods of time corresponding comparing the beginning of the study with
to the three seasons making up the 12- the end, the February with the October
month "wintering over" assignment. Ac- ratings. Looking for motivational indicators,
cordingly, the ratings in February were one sees that item Vc suggests that the
compared with those mnde in October, the motivation to quit the project increased
summer as compared to early spring in the with time but that this trend did not appear
Southern Hemisphere. Also, it seemed ad- until the end of summer and the beginning
visable to compare ratings in mid-summer of winter, approximately six months after
(February) with those obtained in late fall having arrived at the Antarctic site. As to
or early winter (the month of May). interpersonal relationships, the data from
Finally, the third comparison period in- item VIb suggests that the 106 men in th's
cluded the length of time coincident with sample became less interested in interacting
mid-winter, that is, May until October. with others by "chatting" and "joeiing" a,
Using the Sign Test, a non-parametric time progiessed. As a wh.le, 4, $,1 , re-
method which may be appropriately used ported increasing trends in o,,, - their
to examine the significance of changes in enjoyment of the recreationo, faci'ities at
ratings (4), it was possible to estimate the the station. Finally, it is noted in comparing
probability that the nbserved differences be- the February ratings with the ratings for
tweei the extremes of the time spans in- May that the group of 106 men reported
eluded (e.g. February and May) could be others responding more friendly to them
accounted for by chance. (luring this period but with no significant

Table XIII contains these data for selec- changes subsequently.
ted items from the Monthly Health Diary. One recognizes that the attempt to as-
A minus (-) sign indicates a downward or certain changes in the symptomatology or
decreasing trend in the response level of i the presence or absence oa, .rtain behavioral
partim~lar itom ~int!: d u a nl- th presenc orasneo" rabhvoa"d"cates an or tr ind indicators, should involve properly collected
dicates an upward or increasing trend oc- control data. The design used in this study
curring over the time intervals in question. assumed that the Diary data collected from

An examination of each behavioral item each man prior to, or in the early days of,
with respect to each of the three selected the Antarctic deployment could be A'sed as
time spans (Talle XIII) indicates the fol- control data against which the Monthly
lowing: Apparently there is a decrease in Diary data obtained "'on station" could be
-opetite during the Antarctic winter. Of compared. This design imposes serious
particular note is the fact that the amounL limitations to the conclusions which can be
of sleep the person reported he N•as able to drawn from the data. Obviously one cannct
get remained the same or perhaps incrcaued rule ormt the possibility that a similar group
in comparing the summer data with that of persons residing in an environment cther

obtained during the winter. Also of note, is than the Antarctic may show the same or
the fact that more dreaming was reported in similar trends in the monthly ratings. This
the winter as compared Lo the summer limitation and others will be discussed in
months and th,.t these dreams vere more the section to follow.
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TABLE XIII-SIGNIFICANCE OF TRENDS IN SELECTED DIARY ITEMS FOR
THREE PERIODS OF TIME AT LITTLE AMERICA (N - 106)

Item No. Item Content Feb-May,, Feb-Oct May-Oct

Direction P Dircction P Direction P
Ib Increase in Appetite -- .01 - .08 n.s.
Ic Increase in need for liquids to --.001 -. 001 n.s.

wash down food
Id Increase in number of vitamins +.001 +.001 n.s.

taken
If Increase in amount of candy and n.s. n.s. - .02

soft drinks eaten or drunk
Ig Increase in gum chewing - 06 --. 001 n.s.
Ila Amount of sleep n.s. + .04 n.s.
Jib Length of time to fall asleep - .03 n.s. n.s.
IId Number of dreams -. 002 + .09 +.001
Ile How pleasant were dreams? n.s. n.s. + 02
lIf Length of time to fee' awake n.s. n.s. n.s.
lIg Upon awaking, how irritable have n.s. n.s. n.s.

you feit?
IVa If you had a headaceie, how long n.s. n.s. n.s.

did it last as a rule?
IVb Severity of headaches n.s. n.s. n S.
IVe Unpleasant feelings in stomach n.s. n.s. n.s.
IVf How tnse have you been? n.s. n.s. n.s.
IVg How pleased do you feel about n.s. - .08 n.s.

having volunteered?
IVh How favorable do you rate your +.001 n.s. -. 001

living conditions?
iVj How tired have you been? n.s. n.s. n.s.
IVk How happy have you tended to be? n.s. - .09 n.s.
iVi Any dizziness or blurring of eyes? n.s. n.s. n.s.
lVm Unsteadiness of hands n.s. n.s. n.s.
IVo Breathing difficulty n.s. n.s. n.s.
Va IHow efficient have you been? n.s. n.s. n.;.
Vb w,;.x i nftrrto:! hnv. vny hor. n.s. n.s. n.s.

in your duty?
Ve Feel like quitting Deepfreeze? n.s. + .•2 + .03
Vd Difficult to concentrate? n.s. + .05 n.s.
Via How irritable have you been'! n.s. n.s. n.s.
VIb Felt like chatting and joking? n.s. -- 01 - .07
VIC Friendliness of others toward you -- .04 n.s. n.s.
"'IIa Number of cigarettes smoked n.s. n.s. n.s.
Xv.Ib Number of cigars smoked n.s. n.s. + .04
VIld Has your smoking increased? n.s. n.s. n.s.
VIIIa Homesickness n.s. n.s. n.s.
VIIIc Enjoyment of movies n.s. +.001 n.s.
VIId Enjoyment ot recreational facilities + .01 + .01 n.s.
VIIIe Enjoyment of card playing, n.s. n.s. n.s.

games, etc.

Nul probability (two.tailed) estimated from the non-parametric Sign Test (5, p. 248). n.s. indi-
cates non-significant, for the purpose of this itudy probability greater than 10%.
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SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The plan of this study was to examine the scores than do single men; and (7) college

predictive relationship of group and in- men obtain scores indicating less adequate

dividually administered test data as well adjustment on two factors (Ad F, and

as observations made from a psychiatric Ad F 2) but receive hightr (more adequately
interview with criteria of adjustment to the adjusted) scores on Ad F..

Antarctic conditions. The sample consisted Discussion of these results would seem

of 109 men volunteering for duty at Little to be indicated. The inconsistency of the

America during the winter of 1957. All test relationship of educational level to Antarctic

and observational data were collected at Adjustment (preceding paragraph and Table
Davisville, Rhode Island, prior to the de- XII) quite probably stems from the dif-

parture of the wintering-over party. ferences in factor content of the three

The criterion data were obtained by means factors (Table V). The more highly edu-

of a factor analysis of a matrix derived cated group apparently showed less favor-
from the intercorrelation of 33 items from able attitudes toward the project as a whce,

the Monthly Health Diary. Supervisory rat- showed less effective social adjustment, and

ings, a score from an attitude questionnaire, at the same time tended to report fewer

and a measure of group effeetiveness made psychosomatic-like symptoms.
up the remainder of the 36 variables in- In short, therefore, scores obtained from

cluded in the factor analysis. the Shipley-Hartford, the Sports Inventory,

An orthogonally-rotated factor matrix re- and the Neurotic Symptom Checklist are

suited in five factors, four of which could significantly correlated with at least one of

be more-or-less clearly identified. Factor the Adjustment Factors. Moreover, five of
scores were computed for each man and the eight combined ratings by pairs of

were assumed to be usefully valid criteria psychiatrists and psychologists were signi-

of individual differences in the quality of ficantly correlated with one or more of the

adjustment to the Antzrctic environment, criterion factors. Finally, age, education,

The significant (con!idence level less than narital status, geographical location of

1 percent) correlations of the predictor birthplace were also correlated with the

measures with these Adjustment Factors criteria.

provided the following conclusions which The question of the validity of the factor
may be used as cues for the future je!ection scores as adjustment criteria should be faced

of men for duty in the Antarctic: (1) Men dire'illy. With the exception of the Line
with high scores on the Shipley-Hartford Evaluation, the Attitude Survey, and the

scale show more adequate adjustment: (2) Group Behavior data, (tie adjustment fa,-
Tho,,e wih less 1 n A ernt in rganized sports Lutz$ %yuer .intified by ri, iucal m b,
(Sports Inventory Scores) would seem to computed from 10 consecutive monthly

be better adiustnient, risks; (3) Psychi- ratings with reipect to 33 dimensions. What

atrists' and psychologists' combined ratings effect (if any) did f,dsification of responses

with respect to Potential Effectivenmss for have upon 'the 10 successive monthly

Deepfreeze, Ability to Communicate, Ab- ratings? The answer is not forthcoming

sence of Expression of Overt IHostility, and from these data. It cannot be gainsaid,
kbility to Cope with Aggression were use- however, that self-reported questionnaire

fully predictive of Antarctic Adjustment, data of this kind can be, and undoubtedly

(4) Men less than 25 years of age appear are, distorted to a degree. Interview re-

to addjst less adequately to the existing sponses are of course subject to the same

coaditions; (5) although .ughly tentative, limitation. It is the authors' opinion that

those from the northern sections of the the diary data obtained in this study were

coumtry tend to adjust less adequately than not seriously affected by this factor. This,

those from the South; (C) married men it is felt, resulted from the fact that they

obtain systemaitically lower adjustment were administered by a Dental Officer dur-
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ing the course of the routine monthl3 dental and stress, particularly if they are reported
examination. According to this officer, rap- repetitively in the environmental conditions,
port was eý:cpllent. and insofar as it was may be one of the better means of evalu-
possible for him to judge, the men re- ating individual differences in susceptibility
sponded frankly and honestly. Also the fact to environmental stresses of the kind of
that the group was given frequent assurance concern in this study. In conclusion, the
that the diary booklets were treated as results of this investigation would seem to
"confidential" and were used for research suggest several tests and observational
purposes only may have contributed to the methods which have some predictive validity
excellent cooperation of the men in corn- with respect to the criteria used in this
pleting the ratings from month to month. study. The population sample came from one

As mentioned previously in the discussion Antarctic station only, Little America. It
of the factor scoreo as criteria, was the very zr.y be that similar studies based upon men
real limitation regarding the direction of the from other stations may yield somewhat
correlation of the factors with other criteria different results. Until additional and per-
of individual differences in the quality of haps more refined studies of the validity of
the adjustment to the Antarctic conditions, the methods used in the selection of men
Data showing the correlation of the arrays for Antarctic duty become available, the
of scores on the adjustment factors with results of the present study stand as evi-
other more definitive and independent cri- dence of the relative effectiveness of several
teria of adjustment would be needed to pro- approaches to this unique selection problem.
vide even a tentative solution to this prob-
lem. However, no independent, definitive REFERENCES
data of this kind were available. It -was 1. Eilbert, L. R., Glaser, R. and Hanes, R. M.
assumed instead that persons who reported Research on the feasibility of selection of per-
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APPENDIX A

DEEPFREEZE II
Line Evaluation Report

Name: Rank/Rate ____ Service No. __

Organization:

Billet assignment: -- Length of time unuer your supervision:
As compared to uther men in the organiration, his perfornmance of duty is
(circle 1)
Poor Average Good Outstanding Don't know well enough to rate.

Flease rate this man on the following items; considering his reactions both to trair.ing
and social adjustment to the members of his group.

1. In the company or group to which he is assigned.
-He is often arguing and picking fights.

__ He does not let others push him around, but does not look for trouble.
-- He lecs others take advantage of him.

-He never really seems to be part of the group.

2. With regard to his ability to learn and use what he knows:
___He is unable to understand or carry out simple orders and instructions.
-- He is slow in learning but eventually gets it.
__-ie seems to understand instructions but can't carry them out.
___He has no difficulty learning or carrying out instructions.

3. He responds to orders and instructions:
-- Poorly and with rescntment.
__ Obviously resents orders but responds quite adequately.

-Accepting without comment.
--- With initiative and in a military manner.

4. During free periods:
__ -lie stays to himself.
--- i;e is usually a part of the group.
-- lHe tries to be a part of the group, but the group won't accept him.
-- He is a leader of group activity.

5. With regard to himself and his clothes (check one)
__ He is objectionably dirty and untidy.
___--e is up to par with his shipmates
___ie is unusually neat and clean.

6 During the time that lie has been under your supervision, has he been a
disciplinary problem?--If yes, please elaborate.-

7. When he is faced with a task, (toes he work better:
--- When he works alone on the job.
-.---- When he works with one or more persons, none of whom is a designated

leader.
_ _Wher. he is working in a ,roup and is sp, cifically supervised on each step of

tihe jo.
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8. Please comment on how Lnis man reacts to frustration because of difficulties in-

herent in the task on which he is working, his ingenuity in improvising in order to
complete a job, and his initiative in completing a job once he starts. How does he react
when his work is disrupted and he has to change jobs or duties suddenly end without
notice (does he become disorganized and upset or can he change without being particu-
larly disturbed) ?

9. What is your general evaluation of this man as pertains to his vocational and
social suitability for the duty in the Antar,.ic?

Signature: Rank/Rate-
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APPENDIX B

Your station: Your name: Date: Time:

Attitude Study
a. These questiorns give you a chance to express your attitudes about some subjects

which may be of concern to you.

b. For each question piace an X in tihc brackets above the statement which comes
closest to expressing your belief or attitude.

READ EACH ITEM CARE1VULLY, SINCE THE ORDER OF THE STATE-
MENTS VARY FROM ITEM, TO ITEM.

c. Your answers will be treated as confidential information by our research staff,
and will be used only for research purposes.

1. Do your present duties employ your abilities in the best way for accomplishing
the mission of this expedition?

( ) ( ,) ( ) ( ) ( )

positively probably undecided probably not positively not
2. Do you think this climate is dangerous to your health?

( ) (C) C) C) ( )

certainly probably undecided probably not certainly not
3. Are you now as happy from dlay to day as you were before beginning this ex-

pedition?
(C) C ) () ( ) C )

much happier somewhat happier about the same somewhat less happy much less

4. Do you like the food here?
( ) ( ) () (C) ( )

almost always usually sometimes rarely almost never

5. Would you agrme that your p,'esent mission is important enough to justify your
spending all this time in the Antarctic.

( ) ( ) ( ) C) (C)

strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree

6. Do you wish you were back in the U. S.?
(C) (C) () ( ) (C)

almost never rarely sometimes usually almost alway•

7. At times I would rather be alone than with ray group.
__ C) (C) C) C) (C)

strongly agree agree uncertain disagree strongly disagree

8. Have you had any pains as a result of the cold?
(C) ( ) ( ) (C)()

many tm-es it times uncertain probably not definitely not

9. Are the facilitis for recreation at your station adequate?
_ _ ( ) ___ ) ( ) (C)

completely satisfactory satisfactory undecided unsatisfactory completely
unsatisfactory

10. Doe,, time pass too slowly?
/ ) ( ) C ) C ) ( )

almoAt rever rarely sometimes usually almost always
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IL. FWryojie has a lot of respect for everyone else in my group.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

strongly agree agree am not sure disagree strongly disagree

12. The Navy does all it can to see that the men on this expedi;ion are well cared for.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (. )

strongly agree agree uncertain disagree strongly Jisagree

13. Do you think that when you get ho me you will be physically as well as you
were before you left?

( ) ( ) ( ) C' ) ( )

certainly probably u.idecided probably not certainly not

14 Ten years from now do you expect to be ahead of or behind where you would have
gotten if you had not gone on this expedition?

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

far ahead somewhat ahead about the same somewhat behind far behind

15. Do you get hungry between meals?
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

almost always usually sometimes rarely almost never

16. If you had it to do over again, would you rather come on this expedition than
carrying out some other job?

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

certainly probably unde cided probab!y not certainly nod.

17. Do you wish you were aboard ship?
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

almost always usually sometimes rarely almost never

18. What proportion of expedition members do you think would really prefer to be
in the States?

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

'dmost none about 1/t about 1/2 about 3/A. almost 100%

1F. Do you wish you had more time to do all the things you want to do?
( ) ( ) () ( ) ( )

almost never rarely sometimes usuala "almost always

20. I would rathei be with my p, esent group than with any other group that I know
about.

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

strongly agree agree uncertain disagree strongly disagree

21. Do you have as much confidence in the medical care here as you did in the States?
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

much more more about the same less much less

22. Does your arctic clothing make you uncomfortable?
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

almost never rarely sometinies usually almost always

23. How much of the knowledge you acquire on this expedition do you think you
will be able to use aft-,r you return to th3 U. S.?

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

all of it most of it some of it very little of it Pone ofit
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24. Do you get enough variety of your food?
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

more than just about uncertain not quite not nearly
enough enough enou1i+ enough

25. After you return to the U. S. do yeu intend to engage in activities related to polar
explorations?

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

positively will probably will undecided probably will not positively will not

26. Do you wish you had never come to the Antarctic?
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

almost always usually sometimes rarely almost never

27. Do you feel that most of the leaders of this expedition are well qualified for the
positions they hold?

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
almost none of few of them about half the majority almost all
them are are are are are

28. If you became seriously ill here, do you think you could get adequate help?
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

certainly probably undecided probably not certainly not

29. Is there anyone in your group that is (or that you would like to have) as a very
close friend?
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

no one probably no one uncertain probably at least one certainly

30. The officer-in-charge at this station gets things across as well as car, be expected.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree

31. Does your arctic clothing interfere withe the performance of your job?
( ) ( ) () ( ) ( )

almost never rarely sometimes usually almost always

32. Is your family glad to have you on this expedition?
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

very glad fairly glad do not care fairly unhappy very unhappy
either way

33. Do you get enough sweet foods?
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) C )

not nearly not quite enough uncertain just about more than
enough enough enough enough

34. I would just as soon have my present job as any other assignment that I know
about.

(C) C ) () ( ) (C)

strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree

35. Do you wish you had your wife or sweetheart here?
C ) ( ) C ) C) ( )

almost always usually sometimes rarely almost never
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36. Are you bored?
( ) (C) () ( ) ( )

almost never rarely sometimes usually almost always

37. Several other m',n in my group are in tere,,ted in the same things that I am.
( ) C *, ( ) ( '*) ( )

very true probably true not true, as far probably not true false
as I know

38. The members of my group are the kind of peop'e I like to spend a lot of time
with.

(C) ( ) () (C) (C)

strongly agree agree uincrtain disagree btrongly disagree

39. Does the cold bother you?
(C) ( ) ( ) (C) ( )

very much pretty much somewhat not as a rule rot at all

40. Do you get enough to cat?
(C) (C) ( ) (C) (C)

more than just about uncertain not quite not nearly
znough enough enough enough

41. Would you advise a friend who v,,.s considering joining a polar expedition to ap-
ply for the same job as you now hold ?

(C) (C) ( ) ( ) ( )

definitely yes probably yes uncertain probably not definitely not

42. Do you winh you could be home for just one day?
( ) ( ) () (C) (C)

almost never rarely sometimes usually almost always

43. flow do you iate the total amount of confu.,ion and mix-up in the organization
ot this expedition?

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

much worse somewhat worse about average less confused nuch less
than most than most than most confused

than most

44. Do you find yourself ii 'need of something to (1o in your spare time?
( ) ( ) () ( )____ C)

almost never Iarely sometimes usually almost always

45. Are there a lot of personal friends among the members of your group?
C ) ( ) (C) ( ) (C)

all are good most are good so me are few are good almost no
friends friends good friends friends good friends

46. Do members of your group tend tc think only of themselves, even on matters
that affect all of you?C() ( 'i C) ( _)_____ )

almost always often sonietimes rarely alyrost never

47. Do Nou like the cold weather?
S) ( ) Muc ( ) r a

veix much pretty much somewhat riot as a rule not at all



48. Do you get enough fat foods?
() ( ) ( ) ( ) ()

more than just about uncertain not quite not nearly
enough enough enowigh enough

49. Do you enjoy your daily contacts with members of yo ir group as well as you
enjoyed your contacts in the States?

(') ( ) ( ) ( ) ()
much more more about the same lets much less

50. Do you wish for more excitement?

almGst always usually sometimes rarely almost never

51. Have you received sufficient training to enable you to survive in the Antarctic
alone and with limited resources?

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

more than just about uncertain not quite not. nearly
enough enough enough enough

52. Would you like to have more work to do?

almost always usually sometimes rarely almost never

53. Does your arctic clothing tire you out more quickly?
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

almost always usually sometimes rarely almost never

54. Do you get enough meats?
( ) ( ) ( ) ( j ( )

more than just about uncertain not quite not nearly
enough enough enough enough

55. Do you wish you could discover something important?
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) "

almost always usually sometimes rarely almost never

56. Do you think you would he found if you were lost here?
( ) ) ( ) (

certainly probably undecided probably not certainly not

57. Do you miss having fresh fruit?S( ) ( ) () ( ) ( )

almost never rarely sometimes usually almost always

5,. Do you wish you could stay in the Antarctic longer?
( ) ( ) () ( ) ( )

almost never rarely sometimes usually almost always

59. Does your clothing give you sufficient protection from the cold?
( )C) ( ) ( )

more than just about uncertain not quite not nearly
enough enough enough enotigh

60. Wou!d you like to go on another Arctic or Antarctic expoditioni
(c ) (n) (n) (p) ( )

certainly not probably not undecided probably certainly
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APPENDIX C

Your station. Your namne: Date: Time:

GROUP BEHAVIOR DESCRIPTION

a. The items listed below describe some cf the ways in which groups function as
units.

b. For eacln item l-:ace an X in the brackets above the statem- t which most nearly
applies to your group.

THE SAME STATEMENT IS NOT IN THE SAME PLACE _FOR EACH ITEM,
READ EACH ONE CAREFULLY. ,

c. Your answers will hp treated as confidential information by our research staff,
and will be used only for research purposes.

d. When you finish, please check to see that you have answered every question.

1. Many in thih group are afraid to say what they really think.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

strongly agree agree uncertain disagree strongly disagree

2. We do a lot of bitching.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

almost never rarely sometimes usually almost always

:. Somebody is ready to give you a hand, even without your asking.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

almost never rarely sometimes usually almost always

41. Tths group does not acccmplish much.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

strongly agree agree uncertain disagree strongly disagree

5. We all call each other by our first names.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

almost always usually sometimes rv,,ely I.1nost never

6. It's easy to get a good bull session going.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

almost never rarely sometimes ITTually almost always

7. Everybcly here follows a strict schedule of activities every day.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

almost always usually sometimes rarely almost never

L At times a bunc& of us have a good laugh.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

almost never rarely sometimes usually almost alwavs

9. We do little things just to make somebody happy.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

W11i.hL- (Never raiejy sometimes usually almost -dways

10. Everybody pulls together to get a job done.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

almosti nevcr rarely sometimc: usually almost alwa-s
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11. We toss a coin or draw straws for assignments.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

almost always usually sometimes rarely almost never

12. Some do ali the work here and others take all the credit.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

strongly agree agree uncertain disagree strongly disagree

13. Once we have completed a necessary task we can do whatever we like.
(C) C) ( ) ( ) (C)

almost never rarely sometimes usually almost always

14. Although we are together, no one says much.
( ) ( ) () () (C)

almost never rarely sometimes usually almost always

15. One or another of the guys is rubbing somebody the wrong way.
( ) (C) () (C) ()

almost always usually sometimes rarely almost never

16. We take a lot of pride in what this group has been able to achieve.
(C) (C) ( 'I ( I ()

strongly disagree disagree uncertain agree strongly agree

17. Privileges are determined by rank.
(C) () (C) (C) ()

almost never rarely sometimes usually almost always

18. We need fewer chiefs and more indians here.
(C) () (C) (C) ()

strongly disagree disagree uncertain agree strongly agree

19. We have to account for how we spend our time.
(C) ', ) (C) C) (C)

almost never rarely sometimes us~ally almost always

20. This group is pretty happy.
(C) ____ C) ( ) ( ) C )

strongly disagree disagree unecctain agree strongly agree

21. It is hard to get a hunch of guys to agree on anything.
( ) , ) ( ) C ) ( )

almost neer rarely sometimes usually almost always

22. It is pretty easy foi this group to get something done.
C) C ) C ) C) C )

almost never rarely sometimes usually almost always

23. Decisions are made by a few members of the group.

almost always usually sometimes rarely almost never

24. This would 1,L a better group if we could eliminate a few members.
(C) C ) ( ) C ) C )

strongly d .,agre disagret uncertain agree strongly agree
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25. Everything we do is planned well ahead of time.

()) ( ) () ()
almost always usually sometimes rarely almost never

26. There is a pretty good feeling between us here.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

almost never rarely sometimes usually almost always

27. It does not take much to get an argu ment started here.

almost always usually sometimes rarely almost never

28. This group is confused and disorganized.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

almost alvways usually 3ometimes rarely almost never

29. At times part of the group is working at cross purposes with other parts of the
group.

( ) ( ) ( ' ( ) ( )

almost always usually sometimes rarely almost never

30. Everyone here can have his say.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

almost always usually sometimes rarely almost never

31. This group is awfully dead.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

strongly disagree disagree uncertain agree strongly agree

32. Some of the men are shirking their duty.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

almost never rarely somotimes usually almost always

33. Not everyone tias a clear idea of what job lie is supposed to be doing.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

almost never rarely sometimes usually almost always

3q. Members of the group bicker with each other

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

35. Everyone's opinion counts as much as the next man's.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

strongly agree agree uncertain dlisagree strongly disagree

36. We sit around feeling sorry for ourselves.
( ) ( ) ( ) (C) (C)

almost always usually sometimes rarely almost never

37. Members of this group work well together as a team.
( ) C ) C ) __ ( ) C )

almost never rarely Tsometim usuliy almost always

38. Some members of the group don't really kno ," hat they are here for.
( ) ( ) C ) (C) C)

strongly agree agree uncertaip disagree strongly disagree
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39. If any one of us slips up, he can get the whole group into trouble.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

strongly agree agree uncertain disagree stronglv dn.agree

40. The group as a whole makes important decisi-ns.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

almost never rarely sometime3 usually aimosl always

41. Everyone here would feel ashamed if vie did not accomplish our mission.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

strongly agree agrce uncertain disagree strongly disagree

42. This -group has more than its share of odd-balls.

strongly agree agree uncertain d:sagree strongly disagree

43. Members of this group have many common interests.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

strongly agree agree uncertain disagree strongly dYiree
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APPENDIX D

STANDARD PSYCHODIAGNOSTIC RECORD BOOKLET

IP Communication

Spor!s Inventory

Developed by
Staff, Mediopsychological Researc! Corp.

Reprinted by permission of
Mediopsychological Research Corp.
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II
STANDARD PSYCHODIAGNOSTIC RECORD BOOKLET

IP Communication

Sports Inventory

Developed by
Staff, Mediopsychological Research Corp.

Name Age -Sex
yrs.-mos.

Present Address __

Doctor Affiliation

Examiner Date
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*10. When the biatter assumes his natural stance in baseball, the strike zone is that

space over home plate which is between:
1. hiM eye evel and waist line.
2. his eye level and the top of his knees.
3. his arm-pits and the top of his knees.
4. the top of his shoulders and the bottom of his knees.

*11. When a tennis game stands at deuce a player may win the game by:
1. winning the next stroke.
2. winning the next two strokes in a row.
3. serving an ace.
4. decision of an umpire.

"*12. Simultaneous and symmetrical action of the arms and legs i necessary to ex-

ecute the:
1. standing high jump in track.
2. rope climb.
3. crawl in swimming.
4. breast stroke in swimming.

"*13. The number of lateral passes which may be thrown in succession in a football

game iL:
1. one.
2. two.
3. three.
4. unlimited.

"*14. In baseball, if the catcher fails to catch the ball after the first batsmnan':; third

strike, the batter:
1. is out, nevertheless.
2. may run to first base.
3. is passed safely to first base.
4. is allowed an extra strike.

"*15. In skiing nomenclature, slalom means to:

1. jump over obstacles.
2. travel cross country.
3. go uphill.
4. race in a zig-zag downhill course.

16. A s;crimmage in football does not necessarily end when the player carrying the
ball:

1. is forced out of bounds.
2. falls so that only one knee touches the ground.
3. fumbles and recovers the ball.
4. carries the ball over the goal line.

*17. A boxcr does not commit a foul by:
1. hitting with an open glove.
2. holding an opponent with one hand and hitting with the other.
R going (lnwn withtit hoing hit

4. delivering hook blows.
"*18. A strike does not occur in baseball when the ball:

1. is bunted foul.
2. becomes a foul tip.
3. is touled by a batter with two strikes on him.
4. hits the batter's clothing as he strikes Et it.
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* 1. In football, no one may be tackled except the:

1. man with the ball.
2. buckfield players.
3. backfield players on the offensive team.
4. offensive team.

* 2. In baseball, a base runner must be tagged with the ball to be put out:

1. if he is returning to a basL after a fly is caught.
2. at first base.
3. when attempting to steal a base.
4. when he is forced to advance to make room for a batsman who has made

a fair hit.

3. The receiver wins the point in tennis if the:
1. ball served touches the net.
2. ball hits within .he service court diagonally opposite tire service point.
3. server serves a fault.
4. server serves two consecutive faults.

* 4. In basketball, the ball is put into play at the beginning of the game by a piny

called a:
1. scrimmage.
2. race-off.
3. toss-up.
4. pass in.

* 5. If a bowler steps across the foul line while bowling a ball:

1. this counts as a ball bowled by the bowler but no score is made by it.
2. this does not count as a ball bowled by the bowler and no score is made by

it.
3. the score on this ball counts but the next ball may not be bowled.
4. a penalty of ten points results.

* 6. If a wrestler forces his opponert on his back so as to make the two shoulders

touch the mat at the same time it is called a:
1. pin fall.
2. full nelson.
3. body slam.
4. hammerlock.

7. The contestant in the running broad jump must jump from behind the scratih
line but he is allowed to run:

1. ten yards.
2. twenty yards.
3. twenty-five yards.
4. as far as he pleases.

8. In attempting to return the ball in handball the ball may be struck:
1. as many times as necessary with both hands.
2. as many times as necessary with only one hand.
3. once with each hand.
4. once with one hand only.

* 9. In general, when the offensive side is penalized in football:

1. a down is lost.
2. the place to be reached for a first down remains the same.
3. they lose the ball to the other team.
4. it is to the defensive side's advantage to refuse the penalty.
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"*19. A perfect score for a bowling game i!:

1. 21.
2. 100.
3. 300.
4. indeterminant.

2U. In touch football, any player on' the offensive team may:
1. attempt the point afte, touchdown.
2. recover a fumbled pass from center.
3. receive a pass from another passer.
4. throw a forward pass from any point.

21. Points are scored by both the serving and receiving side in:
1. tennis.
2. badminton.
3. volleyball.
4. handball.

*22. If the pitcher commits a balk in baseball:

1. base ruinners are advanced one base.
2. an error is recorded against the pitcher.
3. the batsman is passed safely to first base.
4. no penalty occurs.

23 In golf, the green is considered to be:
1. within twenty yards of the hole being played except for hazards.
2. all ground except hazards.
3. the fairway.
4. the surface of the bunkers.

*24. So long is the goalkeeper on it soccer team does not pass outside his goal area

he may legally prevent the ball from going between the goal:
L. only by using his feet.
2. only by using his feet and legs.
3. by using any part of his body except his hands.
4. by using ainy part of his body

-25. All ten pins knocked down with two balls in a frame of bowling i•, callcd a:
1. strike.
2. spare.
3. safety.
4. split.

26. How many hurdles may be knocked over without forfeiting the 220-yard hardie
race ?

1. none.
2. one.
3. three.
4. all of them.

*27. A basketball player is permitted to:

1. ram an opponent with the shoulder.
2. handle the ball with both hands simultaneously while dribbling.
3. put his arms are'ind an opponent.
4. turn around with the ball without making progress.
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*28. In volleyball, the ball must, be returned before it has been touched:

1. two times.
2. three times.
3. four times.
4. five times.

*29. The stroke used most often for speed in competition swimming is the:

1. breast.
2. crawl.
3. back.
4. side.

*30. In table tennis the change of service ordinarily occurs:

1. at the end of each game.
2. after each point.
3. after each five points.
4. after each ten points.

"*31. In basketball, the ball may be legally:

1. roiled on the floor.
2. struck with closed fists.
3. kicked.
4. bounced out of bounds, so long as the player is in bounds.

32. The ball that should be played in golf after teeing off is the one:
1. cf the player with the highest score.
2. of the player with the lowest score.
3. nearest to the hole.
4. farthest from the hole.

*33. In tennis, the word "love" refers to:

1. a tie score.
2. no score.
3. a good service.
4. a bad service.

34. The hammerhead in the hammer throw must fall:
1. within a 45 degree sector marked on the ground.
2. within a 90 degree sector marked on the ground.
3. within a circular target marked on the ground.
4. beyond a straight line marked on the ground.

35. Which one of the following wenpons is not used in fencing?

1. sword.
2. foil.
3. epe'e.
4. sabre.

36. In delivering the service in tennis, the server ntands"
1. behind the left court.
2. behind the right court.
3. alternately behind the left ac.jd fight courts-beginning from the left

in each game.
4. alternately behind the left and right courts-beginning from the right

in each 1,amc.
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37. In archery, shooting arrows with the object. of dropping them into a target laid
out on the ground is called:

1. flight shooting.
2. clout 6hooting.

3. wand shooting.
4. dart shooting.

38. A Lacrosse team is composed of:
1. eight players.
2. nine players.
3. ten players.
4. eleven players.

39. A boxer or wrestler weighing 148 piounds is classified as:
1. feather weight.
2. light weight.
3. welter weight.
4. middle weight.

'40. In ice hockey, following a foul the puck is:
1. iced.
2. centered.
3. faced off.
4. stick handled.

"*41. A base runner is allowed to take his foot from the base before the ball has been

pitched in:
1. baseball but not in softball.
2, softball but not in baseball.
3. both softball and baseball.
4. neither softball nor baseball.

*42. A birdie in golf refers to:

1. a score made on a hole one under par.
2. a score made on a hole two under par.
3. a ball which has been sliced.
4. an iron used to get out of the rough.

*43. In football, a safety is scored when a player with the ball:

1. kicks it between the goal posts.
*.•. . .i.-. .. ,! ,;. goal line, provided th-e ball is put in play by the
"oppobing tc.am.

3. is downed behind his own goal line, provided the ball is put in play by his
own team.

4. fumbles behind his won goal linc and the ball 's recovered ly the opposing
team.

*44. A softball game is officially played by:
1. nine men for seven innings.
2. nine men for nine innings.
3. ten men for seven innings.
4. ten men for nine innings.
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*45. The players on an ice hockey teamn who are eligible to score are the:

1. forwards.
2. wing players.
3. forwards and defense men.
4. forwurds, defense men and goal tender.

46. In archery, a number of nrr, vs shot at fixed distances is termed a:
1. round.
2. quiver.
3. sheaf.
4. flight.

47. In fencing, the counter-attacking action of the defender which follows a success-
ful parry of the attack is termed the:

1. counterparry.
2. riposte.
3. remise.
4. stop.

48. In pole vaulting, after an individual leaves the ground:
1. the upperhand may be raised on the pole.
2. the upper hand may be raised on the pole, but the lower hand may not

be raised above the upper.
3. the upper hand may not be raised on the pole, but the lower hand may not

be raised above the upper.
4. the upper hand may :1ot be raised on the pole, and the lower hand may not

be raised above the upper.

*49. A game of soccer begins by:
1. a member of each team facing-off.
2. a kick from the -enter of the field.
3 a free-kick from one goal line.
4. the ball being thrown in from the side line.

*50. if buo, object balls are hit with the cue ball in billiards it is termed a:

1. bank.
2. double.

+
4. carom
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APPENDIX E

NavMed Res Form 3
Rev 9-1-56 PSYCHIATRIC EVALUATION FORM

Name Rank/Rate Section Date

Candidates Potential Effectiveness for Operation PDaepfreeze:

1 2 3 4 5

UNACCEPTABLE INFERIOR AVERAGE SUPERIOR O.UTSTANDING

Brief Subjective Summary:

Diagnosis (If Appropriate):

Neuropsychiatrist (MD)

A. Motivation for present objective 1 2 3 4

B. Ability to function in a group 1 2 3 4

C. Ability to communicate 1 2 3 4

D. Ability to ,ithst-and stress 1 2 3

E. Ability to cope with depression 1 2 3 4

F. Ability to cope with aggression 1 2 3 4

G. Expressior of overt hostility 1 2 3 4

H. Expression of overt anxiety i 2 3 4
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F NEUROTIC SYMPTOM CHECKLIST

& APPENDIX G
CIRCLE CORRECT ANSWER-si

1. Are you in good health? YES NO

2. Have you ever been suspended or expelled from school? YES NO

3. Are you able to work every day? YES NO

*4. Do people usually misunderstand you? YES NO

*5. Do you suffer from frequent severe headaches" 'YES NO

*6. Do you often have trouble getting tc. sleep? YES NO

7. Have you ever had a fit or convulsion? YES NO

*8. Are you considered a nervous person? YES NO

9. Have you e er been arrested? YES NO

*10. Do people you know frequently dislike you? YES NO

*11. Are you troubled by stuttering or stammering? YES NO

"*12. Are you frequently bothered by back pains? YES NO

"*13. Do you often have spells of dizziness? YES NO

"*14. Do you wet the bed? YES NO

"*15. Have you ever been treated by a doctor for nervousness? YES NO

"*16. Have you ever had a nervous breakdown? YES NO

"*17. Do you often fee! miserab!e and blue? YES

"*18. Do you have any unusual fears? YES NO

"*19. Do you frequently have a stomach upset? YES NO

*,A. Do you get spells of exhaustion and fatigue? YES NO

*21 Are you a sleep walker? YES NO

NAME & TITLE

"- Iten'. included in the sornng kc- are indicated by an antcrisk befoie the item number. Tie responses eirefrd indicate
the ncurotfc" rcjq)n~e a- determined b) a consens-is of the authors

*15



APPENDIX F.

MONTHLY HEALTH DIARY

YOUR NUMBER
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INSTRUCTIONS

We are extremely interested in determining all possible ways of making life
during Deepfreeze Operations more pleasant. Our regular habits, discomforts, pleas-
ures, and so on, provide important clues for improving living conditions.

On the following pages are a series of questions about these matters. Beside each
"question is a scale with points corresponding to different answers.

We are asking you to check each scale as ACCURATELY as possible. Check the
dotted line opposite the statement which ACCURATELY answers the question for you
-at this time. Answer each question on the extreme right. We would greatly appreciate
your honest answers each time these questions are answered.

This is a monthly health diary. It is very vital informatioat and will be treated as
HIIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL. This information will NOT "influence administrative de-
ciaions as to promotions, transfers, etc.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION.

ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS

Since this is your monthly health diary, it is important to record any unusual event
th'at may explain your answer to a particular question during a particular period.

To record such unusual events, circle the check (1/1) for your answers to the
particular questions, THEN record the events in as much detail as you like on the blank
sheets provided for this purpose at the end of the bookiet. Please put the date the
event occurred neaw your record of the event.
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R
Your e
Number t a

u r
r

Month n 14 13 12 11 1 9 8 7 615 4 3 2

Time
*II. Sleeping habits in the

past month.
(a) How many hours of

sleep do you usually
get a night?

More than 8 hou.,-

8 hours,

6-7 hours

4-o hours . ...

2-3 hours, ..

*(b) How long does it take
you to fall asleep?

60 min. or more

30 mrin.

15 min.

.5 mini.

2min. or less . ... -

(c) During a night's sleep j
(to you usually I

Sleep the night through4 - -- -

Awaken once a -.ight-,,

Awakontwiceanight - I -

Awaken more than twice a II .
night ...

6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 66
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vi

Your e
7: Number t

&, r

Month n 14 13 121110 9 876 E 43

• Time

*II. (continued)
(d) How much do you

usually dream while
sleeping?

Dream all night ........... .......

3 dreams

2 dreams

No dreams at all

(e) If you dreamed at all,
how pleasant or tn-
pleasant were yourdreams?

Very pleasant --7 I!2. ...

Somewhat plevisant _ -

Neither pleasant nor un-
pleasant i '

Somewhat unpleasant .- -. '
Very --p~npksant- I - - ±

*(f) How long does it take

you to feel wide
awake?

60 min. or more

30 min.

15 min.
5 min. .. .

2 min. or lesp ,

7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 77
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R S
Your e t
Number t

U r

r t
Month n'14 113 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 3

Time i

*11. (continued)
(g) During the past month,

when awakening, how
irritable have you felt?

Very irritable ,- .
Moderately irritable - -----

Slightly irritable

Not irritable.

*111. Other Daily Habits.
(a) How often do you

usually urinate in 24
hours?

i5 or more times

12 times

8 times

4 times ,..

2 times or less . -- . .....---

*(b) How often do your
bowels usually move
in 24 hours?

4 cr more times ...

3 times --

2 times .
I time . ... •. _ _ _

Once every other day -

88 8 8 8 8 8 8 9 8 8 8 8 88
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R S
Your e t
Number t a

r

Month n 14 13 12 11 10 9 7 6 543

TimeI

IV. How have you been feel-
ing the past month? [

(a) Had any headaches?
If so, how long have
they lasted ?

8 or more hours --

4-6 hours

2-3 hours .. ..... ......

1 hour or less I- - -

No headaches -

*(b) If you have had head-

aches, how severe have
they been ?

Extremely painful -I"
Painful T

Quite annoying

Slightly annoying - I-,

Hardly noticed the pain

(c) Again, if you have had
headaches, what time
of the day does the
pain seem to be the
most annoying? ]

0600.0900

0900-1200

1200-1800

1800-2400 - -

0100-0600

9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
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R S

Your e i
Number t a

I 
0 -

ir

Montii 14 1 12 11 L8_- -- -J 1
Time . .. . ... . --

Tinie

IV. (Continued)
(d) Have you done any-

thing for your head-
aches?

Other treatment - ....

Aspirin ..

Taken APC .. . ... ..

Hit the bunk

Nothing _'.

(e) Have you noticed any
unpleasant leelings in
your stomach region?
If so, how severe have
they been?

Very severe ... . .... -- I---- --

Severe ---

Moderate . ..... ! .--

Very slight I - [
Haven't had any

*(f) In general, how tense
or relaxed have you
been in the past
month? ?

Always very tense, never able-
to relax

Usually tense

Neithez tense nor relaxed ,

Relaxed, but not sleepy - - I
Very relaxed, somewhat sleepy I T

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 101010
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R S
Your e
Number t a

r t
MIonth n 4 13 12 11 10 9 3 7 524

Time I
*IV. (Continued)

(g) How do you feel about
having volunteered for
this duty?

Very pleased -.........

Somewhat pleased

Neither pleased nor displeased .,,

Very displeased f - ...

*(h) How do you rate your
present living condi-
tions ?

Excellent

Good

Fair - ------

Poor -

Very poor

(i) Do you think your pay
for Operation Deep-
freeze II is- E

Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

Very poor

11 1I It 1! II ii 113 II 11 11 11
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R S
Your e t
Number t a

u I !Ir

r tt
Month n 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 15 4 3 2

Time

*IV. (continued)

(j) In general, how tired
have you been the past
month ?

Much more than usual

Somewhat more than usual - I -.-
A b o u t a s u su a l . ... . . . . . . . . . .

Somewhat less than usual

Much less than usual

*(k) How would you de- I
scribe the mood you I
have been in the past
month ?

Very happy

Somewhat happy

N o m o re h a p p y th a n u n h a p p y -. -.. .. .. . ... . . . . I B

Somewhat unhappy - -. ....

very unhappy- - - - - - - - - -----

*(l) Have you noticed any
dizziness, blurring of
eyes, etc. in the past
month? If so, how
severe has it been?

Extremely severe ---. . .

Severe ]-,

Moderate i i -.... -
Very slight ..t t±...

None, whatsoever I
12 12, 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12
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R iS
Your e
Number t a

ir _

Month n 14 13 12 11 10 9 817 6 4L 3•432

Time

*IV. (continued)
(m) Have you noticed any

unsteadiness of your
hands in the past
month?

Great amount

Some

Slight ___

Very slight

None, whatsoever

*(n) Have you noticed
your heart beating
loudly in the past
month ?

Very frequently

Frequently ... --

Occasionally '_ I II -

Very seldom ....

Never

*(o) Has it been difficult
for you to breathe at I
times during the past! .

Verv difficult - .- '"

Quite difficult

Somewhat difficult

Slightly difficult

Not at all difficult

13 13 13 13 13 13 131313131313 131313
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R iS
Your e t
Number t

r _

Month n 14 13 112 11 10 9 8 176 5 4 1312

Time I
*V. How has your duty been I

going the past month?
(a) How would you say

your overall efficiency
has been?

Much more efficient than usua! -- I
More efficient than usual --..

As effivient as usual

Less efficient than usual - ...--

.Much less efficient than usual ............

*(b) Have you felt inter- -
ested in the duties you
have performed the
past month?

Very interested --......

Somewhat interested

No more interested than dis-

interested

,Verydt disinterested

Very disinterested .__ ..

*(c) If you were in a posi-

tion to CONTINUE on
Deepfreeze as planned
or TERMINATE your
duty as soon as pos-
sihhl whqt !"cu!d you
FEEL like doing?

Fee! very much like staying I
Feel a little like staying i t i - - I---I -

NTo feelings either way j h -Feel a little like quitting 4 - I - --

Fee! very much like quitting I ii!

L 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14
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R S
Your e t

A-Number t a
u I. H t

Month n14 13 12 11 10 9 8 716 5 4 3 21

Time

'V. (continued)
(d) How difficult have you

found it to concentrate
or, a task the past
month?

Much more difficult than usual 4.- - I.

More difficult than usual ~ I.--- - -I- - - -

No more difficuit than usual

Less difficult than usual _I___ I
Much less difficult than usual ' " -- -

"VI. In general, how have
you been getting along
with your shipmates
the past month?

(a) In general, how irrit-
able have you been in
your relations with
your shipmates?

Much more than usual -- r" [ + _ -..

More than usual - ' -

No more than usual - - .

Less than usual . -i

Much less than usuai .

*(b) Have you felt like t
chattirig and joking II
with your shipmates? ,

Much more than usual reh ua... ... j Jj"..
More than usual j-
As much as usual
Less than usual H 155.{. l--

Much less than usual

15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 1 15 15 15
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a S
Your e t
Number t a

U r
rit

Mo..tL,, 114 14 11 9 8 7 6 5 4 2

Time I --

*VI. (continued)
(c) In general. how friend-

ly have your shipmates
been reacting to you? i I
Much more thazi usual.V .II I

More than usual _ I
About as friendly as usual _

Less than usuai . --

Much less than usual ] . . . ..

*VII. Smoking Habits.

(a) How many cigarettes
do you smoke each
day ?

da? Over a pack - _ ~ ~~ 4  j ___

About a pack

About 11.2 pack . .4 -
Less than '/, pack II_

-oo _ L..... -1-IF
(b) How many cigars do

yon srn,,le oaeh day?

10 or over -

7-8 - -

5-6

1-2 I I
Only occasionally

Never I

16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16
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"Your e
Number t a

Month in .,.13 l. 0 9. 198 16 5 4 1 3 21

T: ime' I IiI'
I I

*VII. (continued) I I, I!
(c) How many pipefuls of I I liii 'I

tobacco do you smoke I I I
each dav? I[I I

4 ___! IT -!-I !
v !--- i 1-'-i

Only occasionally - I - i

Never ..

(d) Do you feel that your I I . I I
smoking has increased I
in the past month? T I!

No ,,-

Don't know L i .
(e) Do you routinely i

smoke before break- I I
fast ?-

Yes

No

(f) How may years have I

you been smoking?I 1 I

Over 10 years T --- -

5-10 years "

2-4 years -- !. -

I year -

Less than a year i i t[I
Not at all

17 17 17 17 37 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 171717
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R SYour e tr

Number t L
lu r
rI

Month n 141 13 121 111 101 O9 i '15 4 31

Time I I
VII (continued) I i

(g) Do you chew tobacco?

Yes, routinely i.. .

Occasionally - -- . 4-
Never 'i . . ...

*VIII. General. ee -

(a) Have you felt home-
sick the past month?

Very homesick , ! -

Quite homesick

Somewhat homesick -4.
Very slightly homesick . --

Not at all

(b) In the past month, -_ 1
(luring the times when
you were the most
HOMESICK, how have
you characteristically
relieved this IIOME- I
SICKNESS'? (F .ase
cheek as many as

Never homesick -

Wrote home " I _ ji-
Went to movies, played cards, j -

etc, I - I
"Shot-the-Bull' with shipmates ..... !

Went, off bv myself . -__

Wtnt to sleep - - - ......
Forgot it when I got to work [

Did nothing I_._ - -1 - -

18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 )8 1 9 181818
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R S
Your e
Number t

rMonth n 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 1 2

Time

*VIII. (continued) I

(c) How did you enjoy the
movies seen in the past
month' I

Enjoyed them very much

Enjoyed them a little

Did not enjoy them at all

Didn't go
Weren't any I....

(d) How have you enjoyed
recreational facilities
offered you?

Enjoyed them very much . . . .. . .. .

Enjoyed them a little - --- . .....

Did not enjoy them at all . . . . . .. ..

I)idn't use tWenm . . . . . .. .

Weren't any I - - ..

*(e) flave you enjoyed(
playing cards or other
games with your ship-
mates the past month?

En.ioyed it very much

Enjoyed playing------ -

Played, but didn't enjoy it - -- - --

Didn't play- - ---

No time to play1

19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19
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